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Senior Oomprehensive Thesis. 
an 
THE THEORY AND PRJ'.CTICE OF MODERN THERAPY IN DIABETES, MELLITUS .. 
by 
The Theory and Practice of Modern Therapy in Diabetes MellituB. 
IlltrQdu£~ion.- Dogmas are slow of abandonment even in the face of 
facts. In the practice of medicine of to-day we have a few who cling 
tena,ciously to methods of the pa st even though the experimentation of 
the present has pointed out inadequacies in these methode and has re-
vealed improved and more effective pro c edures. In genera, 1 , however, the 
progressive and courageous spirit of our profe~eion is mirrored by the 
modern practice of the healing art, the steady advance of which is as-
sured by those of laboratory and cliniC who are constantly seeking new 
solutions of old problems and who zealously hold aloft the torch of progress 
In the last decade we have advanced in mighty strides and have thrown to 
the way side older theories and methods Which have been repudiated by the 
constructive findings of research and which have failed to be ef'fective 
When applied to the human subject. 
In presenting a subject of this nature, we should consider briefly the 
vast work of research which underlies the recent progress in the treat-
ment and mana,gement of the many thousands who have the disease, diabetes. 
Historical eide-lights will illuminate the basic principles of our mod-
ern methods of therapy.. F'or many years the eye of research has been 
piercing the cell in order to solve its many mysteries and understand 
its physico-chemical activities, both in regard to the physiologically 
normal cell and the pathological cell. Just as the endeavors of t~e 
past have pioneered the way for the victories of the present, our work 
of to-day is directed toward the laying of foundation stones for the 
edifice of' fature "ictorisa. 
Derini tion .. -, Oal er defines diabetes mellitus as being " a. disease of 
,_ metabolism, especially of the carbohydrates, in which the normal utili-
zation of carbohydrates is impa,ired wi th an increase in the sugar content 
of the blood and consequent glycosuria. ft ( Bib. I ) 
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tislly or completely lost its capacity for the utilization of sugar. 
The pancreatic hormone, insulin. whlch is essential for the oxidation 
of sugar in the body, is deficient or lacking~ This metabolic derange-
ment produces disturbances in fat metabolism which result in ketozis. 
Certain toxic fatty acids accumulate as a result ot' destruction of pro-
tein and I'at with the liberation of still more carbohydrate, which is 
a compensatory mechanism in the presence of a vi tlated cellular a.bili ty 
to utilize sugar and produce a most important source of energy. The 
urine excretes the unutilized sugar which accumUlates in the blood~ 
Histg.!~;r of ~!abete~- Diabetes was known to esleua. (Bib. I l 
The term, diabetes, was first employed by Aretaeus, who called ita mys-
terious affection It melting down the flesh and limbs into urine, II and 
who suggested that the disease received its name from the Greek word 
meaning a syphon. 
In 1682 Conrad Brunner inconclusively demonstrated that co:nplete pan-
createctomy in dogs resulted in severe and fatal diabetes. (Bib. II ). 
In the seventeenth centu.ry Will is gave an admirable description of d1a-
betes and told of the sweetness of the urine If as if there has been BU.= 
l!ar and honey in it. It The presence of sugar in the urine was demon-
strated by Dobson in 1776. Rollo gave an excellent description in 1797 
and advised the use of a meat diet. Osler states that Claude Bernard's 
demone tra tion of the hepatic glycogenic function in 1857 marke the birth 
of the modern study of the disease. 
The pancreatic Islands of Langerhans were first described by Paul 
Langcrhans in his Inaugural Dissertation in Berlin in 1869. In 1889 von 
Mering and Minkov;ski definitely shoV'!ed that diabetes with a fatal issue 
can be experlmenta.lly produced in a dog by doing a pancreatectomy.. Be-
fore th18, in 1884 Arnozant and Vaillard had noted that ligation of the 
pancreatic duct in rabbits resulted in atrophy of thO pancreas without 
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producing glycosuria. Inasmuch as Murray in 1891 discovered that thy-
roid gland extract ad'1'!inistered hypodermically would C:.lre myxedema, the 
contemporaries of ..g::f: von Mering and Minkowski entertained the hope that 
diabetes might be similarly cured.. In 1903 Rennie observed a " prin-
cipal islet II in the pancreas of teleosteal fishes which wa,s distinct 
froll the tissue of the pancreatiC aCini. Rennie believed that tt.ls 
11 princ±pal islet II secreted an endocrine substance which effected the 
body utilization of dextrose, and, accordingly. with :F'raser in 1907, 
fed this islet tissue, both in the raw and boiled state, tp patients 
with diabetes; however, the results were inconclusive. In 1902 8sobo-
lew was the first to demonstrate that. following ligation of the pan-
creatiC duct, the atrophy was confined only to the acinous tissue and 
tha t glycosuria developed after an interim of one hundred and tvventy 
days or more at the end of r.l:ich time the atrophy had involved also 
the pancreatiC island tissue. 
The roal search for a curative pancreatiC ferment received its impe-
tus by the declarations of Opia in 1901 and Ssobolew in 1902 that the 
islands of Langerhans were the cla.nouler tissues involved in diabete!3 
~ellitus~ Previously, in 1893, Laguesse believed that the pancreatiC 
islands were the source of an internal secretion, but he suggested no 
relatione~ip of this internal secretion to diabetes. Lacuesse demon-
strated the greater development of the pancreatic island tissue in fetal 
and new-born animal s than in adult animals. l'he significance of Ssobo~ 
lewts observation of pancreatiC atrophy and suggestion of glycosuria 
developing subsequently to a trophy of the island tissue was overlooked 
until 1912 when Scott recognizec_ the importance of the islands of Langer= 
hans in his experiments. Allen was probably discouraged by Rennle's re-
sults in 1903 because he did not carry out in experiment the suggestion 
4. 
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of his writing in 1913: II Apparently no one has ever tried the interest-
ing possibility of feod~ng the glands of new-born or fetal animals, in 
which the islands have a relatively high development and little external 
secretion. II (Bib. II ). ?isgels's single report of a case in a man 
fifty~two' years of age in whom the pancreas had supposedly atrophied 
and in 'iil'1om glycosuria had completely disappeared when pancreas was fed 
1s certainly not convlnclng.The experiments of Pratt and Spooner, 
cited by Allen 1n his summary of the literature as demonstrating the 
moet concluolve results in the feeding of pancreas to dogs, conBiete~ of 
feed1ng pancreas to dogs in Which the pancreas had been separated from 
the duodenum and had subsequently atrophied.. The feeding of' fresh pan-
creas for a period of six ~eekB caused the sugar tolerance to rise gradu-
ally i.mtil it was above normal, but tho tolerance did not drop until 
:nore than a month after cessation of pane:reas administration.. Lepine 
was 9nother who explained that diabetes following depancreatization was 
due to the absence of an internal pancreatic secretion essential to the 
propor oxidation of gl:.lOose in the body .. 
In 1916 Sir E. A .. Schafer gave the name of " insulin 11 to the inter-
nal secretion of the pancreas.. In 1917 l{amimura confirmed the work of 
Ssobolew by chowing the degenerative changes in the parenchyma of the 
pancrea.s following liga.tion of the pancreatiC ducts in rabbits and by 
demonstrating that glycosuria did not develop as long as the island tis-
sue remained uninvolved. 
The presence of the proteolytic ferment, trypsinogen. caused. the great 
difficulties whlc·h attended the attempts of several years to isols.te a 
_ pure extract of the island tissue. In 1907 and 1909 t Zuelz er performed 
some epoch-marking work. He realized the antagonism between adrena.lin 
and' the then unnamed anti-diabetic hormone of the pancreas.. By alcoholic 
extraction he so freed the extract from protein that a biuret test gave 
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an almost imperceptible reaction, and then preserved the hormone in a 
four per cent. solution of sodium chloride. By experimenting on rabbits 
with intravenous injections, he demonstrated an anti-diabetic principle 
in his extract. Zuelzer designated as a unit that amount of extract 
which would prevent the glycosuria produced by the injection of one mg .. 
of adrenalin.. His work was thorough and conclusive. He demonstrated 
clinically the total Buppression of ketosis and glycosuria in two de-
pancrea tlzed dogs and in eight human diabetia~ individuals ~ l'he extraat 
c!wsed one patient in diabetic coma to revive and live five days *- The 
toxic effects of the extract were so severe that the resulting fever and 
chills warned against the further application of this treatment. Zuel-
zerts findings were confirmed by Forschbach in 1909 who worked with dia-
betic dogs and humans, but the effects were similarly too toxic to war-
rant further experimentation... It ,,,as Forschba,Q:h who anastomosed the 
blood circulatory systems of two dogs and then depancreatized one of 
the animals.. He interpreted his discovery that neither dog developed 
diabetes as being due to the activity of the hormonal secretion of the 
pancreas of the unoperated dog which was adequate to regulate the carbo-
hydra.te metabolism of both animals. 
It seems quite certain that if our modern methods of testing b1oed-su-
gar percentages had been then available, these and ot~er earlier 'pion-
eers would have enjoyed a mtlch higher degree of success in their endeavors 
to find 
~ !Dore effective tberapy in diabetes. 
De Meyer is given the credit for dlscovering the solubility in alcohol 
of the active pancreatic substance. The respiratory quotient, as a measure 
of glucose combuction, was first used by Murlin and Kramer in 1913 Who 
used largely the extracts of the pancreas of the dog. ( Bib. III ). they 
used a few extracts made from the pano.reas of the cow which was acldu-
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le.ted wi th hydrochloric acid I . :mtil after the boiling point was reached 
and which was then filtered and neutralized with sodium carbonate.. They 
used. also, a mixture of duodenal extract and pancreatic extraot, prepared 
as described. Their report showed that the respiratory quotient of a'de-
pancreatized dog increased after the injection of duodenal and pancreatiC 
extracts from 0.69 to 0.73. Duodenal extract was included on the pre surnp= 
tioD that its secretin content activated the anti-diabetic hormone of the 
pancreas. We have evidence to believe that Murlints and Kramer~s boiled 
extract was potent although the more favorable effects obtained by Zuel-
zer, Forschbach, Kleiner, Paulesco, and Banting and Best followed the use 
of unb:,iled extracts. Murlin's work in Rochester demonstrated that at a 
pH of 6.7 to '7.2 boiling does not inactivate insulin wheroas a pH of 4.4 
to 5~7 destroys the hormone. Kramer, Marker and MJrlin have shown that 
aclde ~nd alkalies act antagonistically in accelerating or retardlng the 
processes of glycogenolysis and glycogen in normal animals s Sodium bi-
carbonate lessens glycosuria, probably, by favoring the retention of pre~ 
formec. glycogen and by changing available glucose into glycogen. (Bib -III) 
The l~test of these who pioneered the way for Banting and Best was 
Paulesco viho, in 1921, delloJtstrated the reducing effect of intravenous in-
jection of the p&ncreas of a dog upon glucose, acetone and urea. 
It was F .. G. Banting, a young orthopediC surgeon Who discovered insulin .. 
C a H. Best, who '1'.'8.8 then only a second-year medical student well trained 
in research work, gave invaluable ass':stance to Banting.. Ba:1tlng states 
his conception of a method for extracting the pure secretion of the 1s-
lancs of Langerhans as follows:- II l'he hypotheSis underlying this series 
of experiments wa.s first formulated by one of us in November, 1920, v,hile 
reading an article dealing with the relation of the isles of Langerhans 
to diabetes .. From the passage in this article, which gives a resume of 
the degener~t~ve ch~ i th 
' ~ ~ ~nges n e aCini of the pancreas, following ligation 
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of the ducts, the !dea present ltself that since the acinous but not 
the 1 at tissue deg~meratas after this operation, advantage might be 
taken of the fact to prepare an active extract of islet tissue. 'rhe 
subsidiary hypothesis was that trypsinogen or its derivatives was anta-
gonistic to the internal secretion of the gland. The failures of other 
investigators in this much-worked field were thus accounted for .. II 
( Bib.. I I ) .. 
Brevity does not permit a description of the many details of their 
work.. Only the salient features may be mentioned. In November,. 1921, 
they made tho discovery that fetal calf pancreas of under five mont.ts' 
development was lacking in digestive pa,ncreatlc juice but not in an 
internal secretion. This led to a new era in investigation~ According-
ly, Banting and Best prepared an extract of fetal calf pancreas by macer-
ating tLG glands in Ringer's solution ~md filtering until the solution 
became clear. The blood fmgar of a ten kilogram dog W~t8 redtlCed by this 
solution from 0 .. 4 per cent. to 0.15 per cent .. in three hours. Subse-
quent experiments yielded much better results. In this manner they were 
able to prepare large quantities of the hormone without admixture with 
the des tructi ve trypsinogen.. Subcutaneous adminis tration Qf thi 8 ex tract 
was found to wcrk more slowly but just as effectively as the intravenous 
method.. Then" two important disc-overies followed; namely. that addi tion 
of the antiseptic: 0 .. 7 per cent. tricresol did not impair potency, whereas 
paSSing 1 t through a Berkfeldt filter did lessen potency and that the 
active prinCiple could be extracted with ninety-five per cent .. ethyl al-
cohol. The pro tein was largely removed by fractional precipi ta tion of 
the extract with alcohol.. C'Q,llip ,was instru;nental in discovering the 
purification of insulin by means of fractional precipitation. The lipoids 
were later removed with ether, and the filtrate was distilled in vacuo 
to a pa.sty consistency .. Addition of eighty per cent .. alcohol a,nd cent:r'i-
8 .. 
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fugation then resulted in the formation of fo~r layers; namely, a bot-
tom layer of salt crystals; above this a saturated aqueous solution of 
sa.lt; in the region above a flocculent layer of protein; and, on top, 
a clear layor of alcohol. containing the whole active principle in solu-
tion. Extracts, Which were practically free from proteins, salts and al-
cohol-soluble substances, were prepared.. These extracts were rendered iso-
tonic and injected subcutaneously without producing local reactions. 
The advent of the discovery of insulin marks a new era in the therapy 
of diabetes Which has supplanted t.he handicapped attempts of the past to 
control this disease by illBans of a purely dietetic and hygienic regime~ 
Many zealous workers in research have experimented with this invalu-
able hormone. Daisy, Somogyi and Shaffer proposed a modification of 001-
lip's method of preparing insulin in the pure state. This later procedure 
effee-ted a further purification of insulin by prec.ipi ta tion at the 1 soelec= 
tric point, which is apprOXimately pH 5 .. 0. It is an intereetlng fact that 
the preparation of insulin from clams 8.nd other invertebrates, in wh1ch 
the insulin 1s apparently associated with glycogen, was accomplished by 
Collip. C'ollip prepared. also, an insulin-like substance, which he called 
glucokinin, from plant tissues.. :l'his substance. prepared from vegetat1ve 
tissues of several angiospermous plants as well as yeast J produces a 
marked hypoglycemia in normal rabbits and in depancreatized dogs.. Gluco-
kinin probably controls starch formation in the plant. Xhis principle, ex-
tracted from the onion, kept a depanoreatized dog alive for sixty-six days. 
Only three injections of the substance were made. One day to several weeks 
may lapse before glucokinin reduces the blood-sugar. (Bib .. rq ). 
As we trace the hi s tory underlying the ultimate isolation of insulin, 
we appreCiate the value of a theory which finally found expression in 
practical terms ~ 
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The Metabolism of Glucos~ A brief ourvey of glucose, as a meta-
bolite, is indispensable to a presentation of the theory and practice 
of the modern treatment of diabetes.. Glucose undergoes many chemical 
.. 
changes following absorption~ The dietary carbohydra tee do not serve 
as the only sourae of glucose, for glycerol and certain amino-aeids 
yield glucose and glycogen during metabolism. Approximately fi fty-
eight grams of glucose are yielded by the sugar-forming amino-acids 
present in one hundred grams of protein.. Dogs that have been rendered 
diabetic by injecting phlorhizin excrete large amoLL."1te of' sugar in the 
urine even after the liver a,nd other tissues have been depleted 0 f glu-
case.. In such animals, the tissue proteins are partially converted in= 
to glltcose; in the most severe conditions, 3 .. 65 grams of glucose are 
excreted to each "gram of urinary nitrogen.. Approximately 6.25 grams 
of protein are represented by every gram of nitrogen in the urine.. In 
phlorhizinized dogs there is nearly a complete conversion of glycerol 
to glucose, as shown by Chambers and Deuel, whereas glycerol is normal-
ly oxidized to carbon-dioxide and water. 'l'his work reveals an impor-
tant source of glucose from glycerol in the diabetic state. As first 
shawn by Claude Bernard, the glucose in the portal circulation is car-
ried to the liver and to other tissues, especially muscle, for storage. 
The normal liver stares about three hundred grams of glycogen.. Glyco-
geneeis or glycogen synthesis conserves food for oxidation and regu-
lates the blood-sugar level.. When the blood-glucose concentration ex,,;> 
caeds 0 .. 10 to 0 .. 11 per cent. in the norma.l individual, the liver and 
other tiSStleS quickly remove the excess glucose for storage. Insulin 
controls the blood-sugar concentration and the oxidation of glucose. 
( Bib .. V' ). 
'Ihe renal regulatory function prevents the accumula tion of sugar 
10 .. 
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above a certain level in the blood. The sugar in the urine does not 
exceed 0.02 to 0.04 per cent. normally. When the blood-sugar concentra-
tion reaches 0.16 to 0",18 per cent., the so-aalled tI renal threshold, II 
the sugar spills over into the urine. In diabetes mellitus the renal 
threshold ls often in excess of 0 .. 18 per cent .. 
The glucose tolerance test has been very valuable as an ald in the 
the diagnosis of diabetes. This test aids, also, in determining the se-
verity of the disease. The disappearance of glucose from the blood is 
taken as the basis for determining the carbohydrate tolerance.. 'l'he 
blood-suga"r level 1s determined before, and at intervals after, giving a 
cefini te amolmt of glucose, 'J.sually one hundred grams. In the normal in-
dividual the blood-sugar concentration reaches a maximum during the first 
half hour or hour after the ingestion of glucose and returns to normal 
levels by the end of the second hour. In diabetes the maximum height of 
the curve exceeds the normal, often reaching 0.22 to 0.24 per cent. and 
does not return to normal until three hours or more have passed. However, 
carbohydrate tolerance may be reduced in conditions of hepatic injury, as 
in phosphorus and Chloroform pOisoning and in cases of interference of 
the blood supply of the large muscles, as by applying a tourniquet or by 
elevating the legs" (Bib. Vend VI ). 
Insul!~ Insulin has a Wide distribution in both vertebrates and in-
vertebrates. The pancreas of cattle serves as the main source of insulin. 
Active preparations of insulin are extracted from fetal pancreases which 
lack functional acinous tissue. Trypsin from the acini readily destroys 
insulin. This fact probably accounts for the ineffectiveness of insulin 
when given by mou.th.. In 1923 Du.dley discovered that pepsin is also de-
structIve to insulin. ( Bib. VII). As already mentioned, there is an 
insulin-like substance in oatmeal, onions and other plant substances. 
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Plant insulin differs in i tEl a.ction from animal insulin in that the for-
mer lowers the blood-sugar concentration not immediately but after a de-
lay 0 f twelve ho'urs or more.. A similar action is manifested by the in-
sulin-I ilw substance of yeast. Oollip has name this plant principle 
U glucoldnin " to distinguish it from animal insulin. (Bib. IV, VIII 
and IX ). 
When administered orally, insulin has no effect. Subcutaneous injection 
is very effective, and intravenous injection yields a maximum effect. In 
diabetic animals, the introduction of insulin into the duodenum, when 
gastric digestion is not going on, is reported to decrease hyperglycemia 
and glycosuria. Intravenous administration of insulin results in a rapid 
fall in the blood-sugar. Hypoglycemia follows injection of sufficient 
insulin. The rabbit develops hypoglycemic convulsions at a blood-sugar 
concentration of O.OL~ to 0 .. 045 .. The animal dies if glucose is not admin-
istered. (Bib. V, pages 235-239 ). Convulsions do not develop as 
quickly in animals with a large reserve glycogen as in under-nourished 
animals.. Injection of glucose relieves insulin convulsions. Noble and 
Macleod have shown that, in smaller measure, mannoss, galactose, levulose 
and malt.ose will relieve these c.onvulsions. Increase of the blood~eugar 
level does not follow the injection of the pantoses xylose and arabinoee 
nor of the disaccharides, sucrose and lactose. (Bib. X }. 
In the diabetiC, insulin quickly relieves the symptoms of hypergly-
cemla~ glycosuria, acetonnria and acidosis. Insulin improves markedly 
the utilization of carbohydrates and increases the glycogen content of 
the liver. Secondarily, the fat metabolism is rendered more ~omplete, 
and the tissue proteins are conserved more fully. 
We are still uncertain as to the mechanism underlying the action of 
insulin.. Some biochemists believe tha t insulin converts ~ - and (i-glucose 
-1.2. 
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into an act~ve form. InE~lln acts antagonistically to adrenalin and 
pltuitrln. Sahyun and Luck a.dvance the theory that epinephrine pro-
~otes hepatic glycogenolysis and decreases the peripheral utilization 
of blood-sugar whereas insulin 1:2 pictured as an inhibitor of hepatic 
glycogenolysis and a promoter of the utilization of blood-sugar by mU8-
cle tissue. The administration of insulin to epinephrinized ani~als 
lnhlbitc hepatic glycogenolysis and results in an increase in the quan-
tity of liver glycogen.. Yet, this relative j!1~rease was observed only 
durin~ those periods in which the 11ver glycogen of the control epine-
phrinized animal was decreasing~ At other times, the quantity of liver 
glycoGon remained unchanged or exhibited a tendency to decrea.se .. ( Bib .. 
XI ) ~ In 1922 Ban~lng, Best, Collip~ Macleod and Noble demonstrated 
that insulin will prevent the hyperglycemia produced by epinephrine. 
( B' ib X"'''' \ • J. . .l. J. Burn demonstrated that the hypoglycemia following insLllin 
administration is prevented or lessened in eeverity by the administration 
of pi ttli trin. 
Shonle and Waldo believe that insulin gives more the reaction of a 
proteose than that of a protein. (Bib .. XIV) .. Am:noniLlm 8ulphate$ urani= 
urn acetate j pi crt c acid ene .. other reagents prec ipi tate ins '~llin. In sulin 
doee not dialyze through collodicm membranes, is inf'oluble in orgs.nic 
solve;nte a.nd is adsorbed hy kaolin and charcoal.. Bodansky believes that 
insulin 1s eit~er a protein or 1s on some manner associated with protein. 
In ctudying the nitrogen content of insulin, SO;)t t dec;lared that arginine, 
l.ysine It histidine, cystine,. tyrosine and tryptophane were present. 
( Bib .. XV and JCVI ). Insulin seems to be composed of a. rnultipliC'lty of 
CLllino-8oids and may be term ed a polypeptide. It also eon tains sulphur, 
and~ according to an article appearing in the Practitioner in October, 
1929, 1 ts sulphur content determines theactlvl ty of any given solution 
af insulin. The interpretation fallows t~at insulin is a substance 
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similar to the ptomalnes.. Some rare instances 0 f haema turia follo wing 
the administration of large doses of lnsu.lin and clearing up campI ely 
in two days or lese have been reported.. This author believ8e:. the rare 
instances of haematuria to be toxic phenomena, due to the ptomaine-like 
nature of insulin.. {Bib. XV!r ).e 
The testing ;,f the strength of insulin by studying its effect lA.pon 
rabbits was essential for its practical application. Th3 original unit 
was determined as that amount of insulin required to reduce the blood-
suear of a one-kilogram rabbit, starved for twenty hours~ to 0.045 per 
ccmt or t.o produce convulsions in three hours.. Later, the Health Section 
of the League of Nationo s.dopted as the unit one-third the amount of in-
sulin required to lower the blood-sugar of a two-kilogram rabbit to 0.045 
per cent~, which ie the convulsive level in the r9,bbit$ A more recent 
standard unit of insul!n was prepared by the Insulin Commi ttee of 'l'oronto 
in 1923. (Bib. II ) .. Campbell writes that the present standard unit 
of a standard preparation of insulin, which has been defined by the Per-
manent Standar:s Committee of the Leat;ue of Nations as being equl.valent 
to ane-eighth of a milligram of a certain preparation of d,ry insulin hy-
drochloride, is not p~re insulin. Crystalline insulin is approxlmato1y 
three times as active as the standard powder. ( Bib .. XVIII ) .. 
It has been commanly believed that one unit af insu1;lin ",.il1 metabolize 
1.5 to 2 grams of glucose" However, Williams, who has co-operated for 
six years with the Eli Lilly Company in the clinical testing ot? insulin, 
~ecently made the surprising report that one unit of insulin causes the 
utiliza tion of approxlma tely four gra.ms of glue-ose. Other lnvestiga tors 
have not accepted this report~ (Blb$ XIX) .. 
.-
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The Qb.Jects .§:.!}.s General ,Bules of Treatment. The advent of tbe d1s= 
covery of insulin, it is true, marks a new era in the therapy of diabetes 
whlah has supplanted the attempts of the past to control this disease by 
means of a purely dietetic and hygienic regime.. The value of this di s-
covary i 6 incomprabensible. Yet, we still must admit: " Once a diabetic 
always a diabetic., II B:.lthough no one one knows how much further we may 
advance in the treatment of this condition. In the light of modern know-
ledge, we must admit that diabetes is not permanently curable. But diabetes 
cs.n now be controlled under proper condi tiona and under well-directed ma.n-
agement and intelligent co-operation on the part of the patient. {Bib .. XX} 
Until recent years tL.'"1told numbers of diabetic patients died despite the 
most zealous efforts of the most capable clinicians whereas diabetic: in-
"to-d"-';} 
divlduals suffering from equally severe conditions of the disease maYA be 
saved for a happy, useful existence. Thousands, to-day, a.re snatched 
from the clutches of diabetic coma which was greatly dreaded only a few 
yea.rs ago. Diabe tic s may now be given surgioal tree. tment ',.;i th very 
little risk so far as the diabetes i8 concerned. Many are being kept in 
a state of health whiC'h is not conducive to the appears.nee of complica-
tions. To-day we see many aged diabetics whereas, a few years ago, these 
patients made an exitus during the earlier years of life, due to the de-
velopment of complications J uncontrolled hyperglycemia and other secondary 
effects. 
'l'he obj ects of therapy are to preserve a good state of nutrition, to 
keep the patient sugar-free and to keep the blood-sugar level as nearly 
normal as possible. Under such ideal conditions c:omplications are pre-
venteo.. 'l'reatment resolves itself into the proper solution of a problem 
in metabolism in terms of diet and the adjunct of ineulin administration 
When the latter is necessary.. ( Bib .. XX ) .. 
15 ... 
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Woodyattts simile accords with modern views on diabetes.. (Bib .. XXI ). 
He compares the human body to a gasoline engine in which the glucose 
serves as fuel, the secretions of the islands of Langerhans as the spark .. 
In the engine combuEtion is impaired when the spark-plug is dirty, and, 
from the exhaust, the blaak smoke and carbon and unignited gasoline make 
exit. In diabetes the sugar in the urine compares, in the analogy, to the 
unlgnl ted fuel and black smoke and carbon. A condl tion of hyperglyaemia. 
overstimulates the pancreat1c islands until this tissue becomes exhausted 
a.nd una.ble to II spark .. II Reduction to the normal blood-sugar level rests 
the panereas, restores the II spark II and re-establishes a normal combus= 
tion of glucose in the body. Therefore, sugar tolerance increases when 
the patient 1s rendered persistently sugar-free. But, also, the hlood-su-
gar level must be kept normal or nearly Ilormal; otherwiee the pancreatic 
island tissue will II spark It defectively. Acc:ording to such a viewpoint, 
1 t is unwise management to permit dietary indiscretions wi th excessive 
insulin administration, for there will reEul t periods of undetermined 
hyperglycemia which will impair the function of the isles of Lang()rhans. 
The following data are essential to the intelligent management of dia-
betes: (1) the patient's Weight, (2) the daily amount of sugar in the 
urine, (3) the glucose tolerance, and (4) the degree of acidosis .. Under 
certain conditions it is necessary to know the percentage of blood-sugar, 
as in diabetic coma, but in periods of normal progress such knowledge is 
not indispensable. Yet, there are times when failure to know the existing 
blood- sugar level will result in neglect which will prove fa tal to the 
patient. (Bib. XX ). 
The presence and degree of acidosis may be determined by testing the 
urine for acetone and diacetic acid and by testing the carbon-dioxide con-
tent of the alveolar air", The determination of the urinary ammonia and the 
hydrogen-ion concentration are more complicated tests of much less common 
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use in p~'acticee Gerhe.rdtti's frest for the presence of diacstic acid in 
the urine 1s convenient and reliable for this test. (Bib. XXII). 
The Education of the Patient. The character and intelligence of the 
- ------- - -- ----
patient are factors of greater importance in successful treat~ent than 
the eeveri ty of the diabetic condition. Every diEl,betlc patient should be 
taught to weigh his ovm food on a set of scales& Most general practition-
ers are appallingly lac'klng in this very necessary knowledge.. Manuals, 
which are published for the instruction of the patient, have great value 
and render ,the patie~t more appreciativ~ and co-operative. 
The patient should be taught the essential differences between carbo-
hydrates, proteins and fats. That the weight of the food is just as im~ 
portant as the kind of food should be impressed upon the patient.. Dr. Con-
lin of the University of Nebraska, College of MediCine, has well demon-
strated the value of this necessary intelligent co-operation on the part 
of the pa tlent. His simply and clearly illustrated charts which he ex-
plains to his patients se~ure the patients t appreCiative ao-operation. 
An ideal method in therapy consists of the group instruction of diabetic 
patients. These patients would suffer the resul ts of fewer " carbohydrate 
sprees II if all clinicians showed more patience and if all pat1ents showed 
a more intelligent co-operation. 
Too frequently the patient does not understand how to take the correct 
dosages of insulin. Graphic charts of the insulin syringes, which illus-
trate the correct dosages of insulin to be taken morning, noon and evening 
and which rec'ord the strength of insulin prescribed, should be given to 
the patient by the physician~ This method obviates errors in insulin 
dosage. For example. the use of O-BO insulin in the same quantity when 
the point on the eyrtnge on the graphic chart is marked for U-20 insulin 
would resul t in taking four times the prescribed dosage.. (Bib .. x..XIII ). 
The successful practitioner 8,lways pays attention to date,ils. 
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Diabetic patients should be taught to test the urine for sugar~ Excep-
tionally, harmful results may follow this method if the patient should be 
of a neurotic temperament and have a low sugar tolerance and frequent 
periods of glycosuria. 
A manual, such as has been prepared by Wildor and by Joslin and others, 
shoulo be made available for every individual who has diabetes. 
Ca±.QLic Reguir~ments _in Diabetes. Joslin advocates that the diabetic 
diet should yield, except for brief intervals J the minimum number of cal-
ories required by a normal individual under similar condi tiona. It is 
generally agreed that a normal man weighing seventy kilograms at moderate 
work requires approximately 2900 calories in twenty-four hours or about 
forty calories per kilogram. These figures should be proportionately re-
duced for individuals with a smaller body weight or with less strenuous 
occupations., In such cases, the number of calories per kilogram is pro-
portiona te ly decreased from forty to thirty.. The caloric requirements 
decrease with increase in age. e.g., 1800 calories will Buffice at age 
seventy if the requirement 1s 2000 calories at age thirty; also, approxim-
ately 1600 calories Would be required at age eighty. Accoreing to Jos11n, 
in the normal diet yielding 2900 calories, about '+00 grams of carbohydrate, 
100 grams of protein and 100 gr9.IDS of fat should be given .. ( Bib .. II ) .. 
In the standard normal diet, fifty-five per cent. of the calories 
should be derived from carbohydr9.tes~ fourteen per cent from protein and 
tbirty=one per cent .. from fats. (Bib .. II ). 
Most c11nicians restrict the total carbohydrate in the diabetic diet to 
seldom mora than 100 gral1s.. < Blb. II, page 254 ).. This const1tutes a 
reduc tion to approximately one- fourth 0 f the normal carbohydl'a te allowance $ 
Yet, many :nodern therapeutiEts s.llow more carbohydrate content of the 
diet.. Joslin believes that this radical change in carbohydrate a110w8.nc6 
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induces symptoms of dist~rbed digestion. 
Tables are published for convenienco in determining the amount of car-
bohydr~te in the various vegetables ~nd fruits ingested during the twenty-
four hours. 'rhase are listed under four he!idingsj namely, those contai!".-
ing approximately five per cent., ten per cent., fifteen per cent. ~nd 
twenty per cent., respectIvely. In regard to the vegetables of the five 
per cent. and ten per cent. groups, a deduction should be made in the 
percentage of carbohydrate because cellulose, which is not assimil::.ble, 
comprises a portion of the carbohydrate content .. ConsequentlYg three per 
cent. and six pOI' cent., respectivoly, is the more accurate amount of aV9il.., 
able carbohydrate in the five per cent. and ten per cent. vee:.etables. 
The carbohydrate content of foodstuffs given in different tables are 
often so divereent and contradictory that the variations frequently amount 
to several hundred per cent. Lawrence and McCanc;e have used methods of 
analysis which separated and determined only those carbohydrates physio~ 
logically available for metabolism~ Some of the new figures dlffer great-
ly from the older ones, as the following comparison indicates:-
( Bib. XXIV) .. 
Percentage of Carbohydrate. 
FOOD~ OLD" NEW .. 
Cabbage. 2·3 l~O Oelery. 3.5 1 .. 0 
Lettuce. 2 .. 5 0.7 Olives .. 9.0 a Rhubs,rb. 2·5 0 .. 6 
strawberries. 9 .. 0 4.4 Tomatoes .. 4.0 2 .. 4 Beetroot. 7 .. 0 8.0 Potatoes ~ 20.0 19.2 Bread. 50 _. 55. 50 - 55. 
The above older figures were taken from tables prepared by Harrison and 
Lawrence in 1923 from the sources then available" It is readily seen 
that the large c:hanges appear in most vegetables and fruits, in 'which 
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much of the total carbohj'drate has been found be II unavailable * II Un-
available c~rbohydrates are cellulose, pentosans, inulin, etc., the exact 
nutrit~ous value of which is not definitely known. 
Tberefore, in practice, diabetic patients may be allowed large amounts 
of green vegetables, sufficient to satisfy the largest appetite" Further-
more, j.t is unnecessary to boil vegetables tr.ree times, ss has been COlll-
monly advised in the past, ina,sIDuch 8>S they contain very Ii ttle carbohy-
drate after the ordinary :nethods of COOking.. As the carbohydrate content 
of diabetic diets bec:omes more and more accuretely known, treatment bec.omes 
more and more sccurate f ;:AC C. CO!lseq'J.enc e, and especially therapeutic in-
vestigations. ( Bib. XXIV ) ~ 
Carbohydrate values for such vegetables as lettuce, asparagus and rhu-
barb have been found to be so small that they are permissible as H extras .. If 
These new carbohydrate values. recently determined in England, increase 
the total carbohydrate values as given by Joslin, the American standard 
of values, from fifty grams to nine-four grams. It is interesting to note 
that Joslin now advocates giving eighty to one hundred grams of carbo!1Y-
crate a day to even severe cases of diabetes, which are amounts equivalent 
to the new values placed by Lawrence and McCance on Joslin's dietary 
tables.. This recent disc'overy of existing errors in carbohydrate values 
may account for"the appearance of acetonuria previously as an accompaniment 
of dietary regimes in which the ratio of carbohydrate to fat Vias intended 
to be one to three. Acetonuria and imperfect oxidation were occurring be-
cause the patient was receiving less carbohydrate than was su.pposed It 
( Bib .. XXIV ) ~ 
The amou.l1t of protein required by diabetic patients varies with the 
wel!ht, ~ge and occupation of the individual ae well as with the renal 
function.. Joslin believes it is a safe rule to increase the protein coo-
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tent gradu8~11y to that amount needed by a norma.l individual. As Chi tten= 
den pointed out" sixty grams of protein, which is only one-he.lf the former 
protein standard, is adequate to meet all of the physiologlcal de'Dands of 
the body under ordinary circumstances", A still smaller quantity will 
suffice, according to Joslin J in the case of an inal vidual not exp€lri €lncing 
an,aative out-of-doon life. 
The Cax:bohyd..Fat~ ~alanae. The difference between the total quanti ty of 
carbohydrate ingested and the sugar excreted in the urine during the same 
period represents the so-called carhohydrate balance. When the quantity of 
sugar in the urine is exceeded hy the quantity of carbohydrate in the 
diet, a positive ca,rbohydrate balance is said to exist. When the amount 
of carbohydrate in the diet is less than the amount of suga.r in the u.rine, 
a negative or minus .carbohydrate balance 1s sald to exist. In the latter 
case it is evident that the sugar in the urine is derived either from the 
glycogen stares of the body or from the body proteins and fats. {Bib. II, 
page 275 )1O 
Modern Dletar! Regimes ~~th Insulin ~nd with£ut Insulin* Singe During~s 
II rice cure II in 1852, Europe has advanced various dietary regimes" Von 
Noorden"s It oatmeal " cure was favored in Europe and America until Joslin 
did his work in America. Joslin made practical application of Allen's ex-
periments and advanaed his popular fl starvation diet. II Joslin is respon-
sible for the plan of starting on thrice-washed green vegetables~ follow-
ing the etarvation period. l'his procedure, 8,S advocated by Joslin, seems 
unneces8§try when viewed in the light of the recent work of Lawrence and 
McCance. Allen recommended that patients with mild diabetes should re-
ceive 1 .. 5 grams of protein per kl1ogre.m of body weight. Results with the 
undernlltri tioD methods of treating severe cases of diabetes have certainly 
not been idealOc The extreme emaciation which often resulted seemed to be 
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harmful in its effect.. Gly<wsuria cannot be completely conLrolled on 
a high protein diet. 
II b h d h t 3i b " Xx.v '. Then came the II High fat diet of New urg an Mars", .. I 
NewblJ.rgh and Mare~ allo~,:ad tv,o-thirds gram of protein for each kilogram 
of body weight.. They believed that acidosis would not result i1' suffi-
Gient carbohydrate were given to burn the fat ... 
Many, later, used Woodyatt's II balanced maintenance diet& II \Voodyatt 
issued a set of formulas for the purpose of calculating the diet in grams 
for any given case.. Woodyatt showed that it 1s impossible to put the 
diabetic patient completely to rest so far as the metabolism is COln-
cerned, inasmuch as the body will catabolize its own tis8u,es if sufficient 
food is not supplied .. (Bib. XXI ) .. 
Woodya tt allows one gram of protein for every kilogram of weight ,. which 
1s higher than the Newburgh and Marsh allowance but lower than the Allen 
allowance.. A knowledge of the patient's glucose tolerance is valuabla .. 
This is figured by determining the number of grams of glucose passed in 
twenty~four hours and sllbtracting this figure from the total amount of 
glucose assimilated from the patient's food. The t~tal carbohydrate in':' 
take 1s calculated by taking 100 per cent. of the carbohydrate in the 
food, fifty-eight per cent. of the protein and ten per cent. of the fat$ 
Wooeyatt be.sed his calaulations upon the assumption that the fatty aa1ds 
will be burned completely provided the ratio of fatty acids formed in 
metabolism and the glucose formed in metElbolism is 1 .. 5 or less. 
The ketogenic-antiketogenic ratio 1s expressed as follows: 
Ct-9.e S8 P l' 0.1 F :: 1~5, 'II;hen the. ratio of fatty aaids to glu-0.46 P -t 0.9 F 
cose is at 1 ts maximLUIl wi thou t developin keto-. 
ntlria. 
Simplifying this we obtain F ~ 2C +pL2. Assuming that 100 grams of 
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glucose is the maximllffi derived from all sources that the patient can 
utilize, as determined by the gli..lcose tolerance test, 
100 grams :: C + 0 .. 58 p 1- 0.1 F .. 
In order to secure the largest nilI1lber of calories, the d1.et must contain 
every gr'J.m of fat ( at 9 calories per gram) that the value of G 
ra,tio expressed in, If:::: 2 C' T J!/~, 'will permit, and oonseqi.lently the 
lowest possible carbohydrate-protein fraction ( E'.t fOlAr calories per gram ). 
Furthermore, as regards carbohydrate and protein, the protein must be 
reduced as much as possible and the carDohydrate increased as much as 
possible, bec8,use one gram of carbohydrateyieldine; one gram of glucose 
and four calories provides for the normal oxidation c,r 1 .. 5 grams of high-
e1" fatty 8.0'1d. One gram of protein having the same caloric value 8S car~ 
bohydra te yields lese gluco'se to support fat combustion and, 8.160 t formi:'! 
acetone. A eSllll1ing the body weight 0 f the pa tlent to be fi fty kg .. , and 
Ol1e e;ra.m of protein per kg.. 1 s adopted as a.' conserv8,tl ve minimum J then 
P becomes 50 gm .. , and F = 2 C T P/2 becomes F .::; 20t-25 .. We have already 
assumed that G :: 100 gm~ Tbe glucose supplied by the 50 gll't. protein will 
be 0,,48 X' 50, or 29 gill .. ~ leaving 100 ... 29, or 71 gIn., to be distributee 
between carbohydrate and fat .. Expressed by ratio, C +0.1 F "" 71. From 
thi s we get) F :: 710 - 10C!. j-;e a:!.so have that, F ::: 2C + 25 .. 'l'herefo ::"6 ~ 
20'+ 25 - 7'10 - 10C;. SolVing this we get. C' ;:;; 57 gm.. Bl1bstitutin~ tt:s 
valuo for C in) F :: 2 C: T 25, we fi!'1d, F ~ 139 gm & There fore ~ the op-
tlmal food oombina tion that will fulfill thG se co~d1 tions and specified 
relatione is:: Carbohydrate, 57 gm .. ; protein, 50 gm.;, fa,t, 139 gm .. Total 
number of calories:: 1680., (Bib. XX and XXi! ). 
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'The advent of insulin introduced marked C"hanges and advances in the 
therapy of diabetes C'.:ld thO'roughly overshadov,ed all dietary procedures. 
Soon, it ';:8.Z ls::.rned that proper dietetic control was advisable all 
ce,s6s~ wi th 0'1" wi thout ine,ulin J and many dietary regimes have since then 
been offered 0 \ 
Falta diec'redite any departure from a normal diet. He advises the use 
of adequate doses of i:lsulin without periods of dietary restriction.. He 
recommends a diet of cereals and vegetables, taken for a short time, for 
the control of gastro-intestinal disturbances. Falta does not approvG of 
Petrents diet, V',-hic'h permits la.rge amounts of fat with limited protein and 
carbohydrate intake. Falta points out th<.lt any ill-balana:ed diet disturbs 
metabolism a.nd proves harmful .. 
The treatment of Professor .Jansen of Bonn is ~s follows: 'l'here are two 
1nl -::;~.~d starvation days during which 220 grams of meat bro,th and 50 cc. 
of ~randy are given.. ;rha pBtient may drink as much 8.S is desired .. Al~ 
though the suga.r leaves the urine quickly J acetonuria mayor may not become 
more mild. Then, Jansen infti tutes>,a II fundamental diet II which is main-
tained for from ten to fourteen days., He gives 0.75 gram of protein and 
two grams of fat per kilogram of body weight. Jansen I s routine is to give 
to a. patient weighing 120 pounds 300 grame of bouillon. 120 gra;ns of 
cheese, one egg, 200 cc. of red wine and coffae or tea sweetened with 
E'accharin.. Some five p8r cenl.l-' carbohydrates are added.. Every two or 
three days twenty grams of bread or forty gr9ll'ls of potato are added if the 
urine remains free from sugar and acetone. A toleranae of forty to sixty 
grams of carbo:tydrates is usually reaohed .. A starvation diet is employed 
again if glycosuria reappears. Finally, a permanent diet which gives 1.5 
grams of protein end thirty-five calories per kilogram of body weight 1s 
reached~ Jansen employe the Petron system in the' event that his own fails. 
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Petr'en offers a high fat 'diet in which unlim ed amounts of six per 
ce.nt vegetables, 20:) to 250 grams of butter or bacon, fifty grams of cream 
a the required number of calories are given.. Following failure of this 
regime after six weeks to mainta,in the hlooo- sugar at 120 milligrams per 
cent .. , insulin is advised. The food allowance is gradually increased when 
the diet alone secures the desired results. It should be mentioned, at 
this po1nt!b that Petren I s regime of a high fat diet is an abrupt departure 
from the eeneral modern therapeutic trend of the high carbohydrate-low fat 
diete (Bib .. Y.:'!.:( ) .. 
An unusual view is presented by Porges in a recent book .. (Bib .. XXV). 
Porges states that increased carbo,hydrate tolerance is secured when the 
glycogen depots of the liver s,re well charged.. He believe s that intense 
ps,ncrea tiC' activity s timula tes increased secretion of insulin. Quite a 
contrasting teaching and radical departure when viewed in the light of 
Q,ur un.iversally ac:cepted principle 01' rest as a most valuable and restora,-
tj~V'e therapeutic procedure! Porges believes that decreased I1msulin se-
c:retion results from rest of the pancreas.. Porges" routine consists of 
eighty grams of protein, 100 to 200 grams of ca.rbohydrate and fifty grams 
of fat daily with disregard of glycosuria in the early course of treat-
ment and with inculin administration when indicB,ted. 
K. von Noorden of Vienna believes in the value of using two foodstuffs. 
Noor-den holds that the sameness of the Petren diet renders this system in-
advisa.ble" He believes that Porges t diet is excellent for most c.ases of 
diabetes. According to von Noorden, Faltats diet of fruit and vegetables 
is too low in protein and too high in fa.ts for continued use. Noorden 
sta.tes that carbohydrate tolerance is increased from 80 to 200 per cent • 
when a low fat diet replaces a high fat diet. He believes that protein 
restriction 113 not advisable as wa.s suggested by Porges in 1926.. Von Noor-
den asserts tha.t metabOlism is" direc.ted toward normalcy and that sugar tol-
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arance increases by giving his ov;n diet of vegetables a,nd fa.t and eggs 
with forty to fifty grams of protein. 
Bauer of Vienna employs a test diet in which forty grams of carbohydrate, 
110 grams of fat and sixty grams of protein are given. Alcohol i8 given 
to increase the number of calories to 1700.. If there is no acetonuria nor 
glycosuria during one week of such treatment in which the patient is rest-
ing in bed, carbohydrates are gradually increased until glycosuria super-
venes. Acoording to Bauer, patients with a tolerance of forty grams of 
carbohydrate require no insulin. By reduoing the fat or by alternating 
the diets, he encea.vors to increase the sugar. tolerance to forty grams 
if such amount is not tolerated.. In his one to three II vegetable days, II 
he allows four eggs, clear soup, vegetables, a little aloohol, twenty-five 
grams of protein, 170 grams of fat and black coffee .. Then, three II oatmeal 
days" may be ordered, and the patient is given 150 grams of oatmeal, 50 
to 150 grams of fat, clea.r soup, wine, black co ffee an:iEo::netlmes eggs or 
vegetables .. Then, the II vegetable days !l follow. Later, a strict carbohyo'J> 
crate-free diet is ordered.. Next t there follows a starvation day in which 
less than sixty grams of fat t one or two eggs, soup and black coffee are 
allowed. A day of strict diet or a vegetable day should be adopted each 
week. Such an alternating diet includes the advantages of two foodstuffs. 
Nixon discredits the starvation treatment and the high fat dietary of 
pre-insulin days as being unncessarl1y and unwisely gr8;fted upon the" insulin 
method of treatment. (Bib. XXVII). He believes that much harm and no 
advantages result from the substit~tion of an excess of fat or protein 
for carhohydra te because if a diabetic· patient, deprived of carbohydra te, 
doe not convert the fat or protein of his diet into glucose, he cannot live. 
He states that a diabetic patient need not be burdened with the II task of 
living cheerfully and working usefully on a sort of knife-edge of starva-
tion.. A starved panc:reEl;:; will not regenerate even though the blood~su.gar 
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i 8 low; new tl Beues are not built up by sLlch means. 
Nixon etresses the fact that a high fat and low carbohydrate diet pro~ 
duces fat deposit and nat glyc~gen deposit in the liver, leaving no room 
for glycogen.. II A respecta.ble glycogen deposit in the liver provides to 
the diabetic who is receiving insulin a cafini te safeguard against hypo-
glycemia. !l Glycogen storage is assured by a diet rich in carbohydrate and 
poor in fat. Ntxon a.dvises placing the patient on an adequate maintena.nce 
diet, replacing tho fats so far as possible with their equivalent of car-
bohydra.te; that is, 2 .. 25 ounces of carbohydrate for every ounce of fat" 
High fat and protein administrat!on are to be given with great caution to 
a pregnant, diabetic woman. (Bib. XXVII ) $ 
Although Nixon does not take the extreme view of' Porges the.t overstlmu= 
lation of the pancreas results in increased production of insulin, Nixon 
presents the view that starvation of the pancreas lessens the capacity of 
this viscus to secrete insulin and, therefore, rest obtained in this ~ay 
is defini tely harmful 1:,0 pa.YJ.creatlc function. 
Hare points out the fact that, although diabetes is 9. chronic disease, 
it is not incompatible with a life of physical and mental vigor; neverthe-
lees the diabetic regime 1s a difficult one. Complete relapse is liable 
to follow any relaxation of the regime. 'Ihe practi tioner must convince the 
patient that tI feeling well Ii is not being well II and that the extent of 
continued health will proportionate itself to the degree of the patient's 
co-opera t ion .. 
Despite the utmost care in regulating a diabetic regime, the diabGtlc 
patient never acquires a perfectly balanced metabolism. Hare states that 
th1.s balance is approached in practice when the urine remains sugar-free on 
a fixed diet, with or without insulin, which is adequate to maintain a 
normal weight and to supply suffiCient energy for all of the body a,ctivi-
ties. He does not believe that the ideal condition in the diabetic 1s that 
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in which the b100d- SLigar level never €lxe eeds the normal maximum ~ since 
£u;:}h a normal lavel oan be maintGined only by keeping the glycogen stores 
empty. Such glycogen depletion results in a languorous and depressed pa-
tlent3 Hare points oat that a hlg..~er blood-sugar level with lnter-r71ittent 
glyoosuria is compatible with a vigorous life and oontentment and sense of 
well-being in the diabetic patient sincs an inoreased blood-Bugar concen~ 
resu Its 
tration"when the e:lycogen reserves aCCUl1hllate. (Bib. XXVIII). This 
tea.ching i B certa.inly not in harmony with the tim e-honored belief that 
the blood-sugar level should be kept around the normal and tho sugar per-
81 steutly sugar- free; nevertheless Har's 18 reasoning appears quite plausible. 
Porges also believes, as we have seen, that the glycogen stores should be 
kept well charged~ (Bib. XXV ). 
We know that diabetic therapy during pre-insulin days cODsited of rnaln-
tenance of permanent under=nutrition with a previous fasting period tc pro= 
longed for a sufficient time to render the urine sugar-free. In severe dla-
betes this T.ethod has been abandoned, in the by and large, according to 
Hare» because under-nutrition induces a period of lmralidi ty.. Hare sta teB 
that, from the beginning, a II maintenance diet II or normal nutrition diet 
should be prescribed; i .. e., 9. diet calclJ.lated to maintain the normal body 
v,eight in health .. ffhe degree of the patient's activity will determine the 
caloric value of the diet .. After the initial course of' treatment, the pa-
tient should be given a list of the permiSSible 8nd forbidden foods and be 
8.l1owed to select a well-yarleo' diet 0 r appr:Jxima tely corr'ect values ~ 
Ee.re polnts out that insul.in is Bdminlstered to metE'.bolize alLnentary 
carbohydrate ingested at a ~mO!im tirne;nowever, an Gxcessive rise of blood-
sugar with tempo~ary glycosuriq cannot be avoided when there 1s a mobil i-
zation of glycogen reearves t lea.ding to increased tissue glucose", In work-
ing out +i t f n bIn, i b th pa~ enw B a ance, cnanges no. diet and insulin dosagee 
zr. 
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,. ~d t b ~ t +be ao~a t 1- a _p.are outlines a plan to begin iDE in SnOLll. , no c e maoe a " to',;;.'. v ___ "0'->· 
t~erapy in a severe case by starting with a dose of ten units daily until 
B. mD,ximum 1:>1' fifty units daily is attained. Inc:lvicual dosages should not 
exceed twenty-five units. It is well to avoid large evening doses~ accordine 
to Hare.. The effect of insulin in dec:reasing blood-sugar b8e;ins about 
fifteen to' thirty minllt8s after the dODe and becomes maxiillum two to four 
hour's later.. Glycosuria resul ts when the blood-sugar level becomes so in-
creased that th':::; II renal threshold II for sugar is far exceeded by the blood-
sue:ar C'once'.1tration.. The time of urine-sugar leaks can be determined by 
the exa,mination of separate spse:i'l'lens of the twenty-four hour sam.ple. 
( Bib .. XXVIII ) ~ 
Beginning hypoglycemia can be recognlzed by the patient himself by the 
preeence of an Ii all gone feeling. II giddiness, sweating and trembling .. 
~hen B.n ordinary do se of insulin is grad.!lally increased, severe bypogly-
cernie seldom results. 
There is no constant insulin-carbohydrate ratio to be applied to treat-
'Dent of the diabetic. I'he amount of' glucose metabolized by a unit of exo-
genous insulin depends on the i::1ternel pancreatic and hepatic activity of 
the pa.tient and the rapidity of absorption of the carbohydrate. Therefore, 
as Hare points out, concentrated carbohydratea; such as~ starches and sugars, 
causes a less effioient control of metabolism in the diabetic by exogenous 
insulin than when proper dietary restriction 1s observed.. The carbohydrate 
should be restricted both as to total value and form. In severe CBses s 
high total diet with large dosGe of insulin causes an excessive gain of 
weight. (Bib. XXVIII ). 
:B"'"oEter and Lowrie brine out the fac:t that the many charte and schemes 
whioh have been issued as guides for collecting proper values for diabetic 
diets and which are based upon tho basal caloric ~:md ni trogen 'requirements 
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of indl vidual through the use of data collec't ed throllgho years of 
careful research in metabolic processes ~ sometimes ce,rry the Ol1l(Nllations 
to a redlculous fineness when we consider the possible errore in the actual 
foodanalveis and the differences in t~e actual food values of different 
" 
specimens of the same food and the unavoidable error made by patients in 
weigbing or estimating the diet. (Bib. XXIX).. probably too llany prl:!.c-
tltlonere pay too little attention to these possible sources of error. 
Foster and Lowrie state that placing the patient at once on a full main-
tenance diet with sufficient insulin to keep the urine sugar-free shortens 
the hospi talization period, prevents unnecessary inc:apac~itatlon which might 
follow a period of cevere under-nutrition B,nd prevents the mental depression 
that acoompanies starvation.. We have already seen that Hare stresses this 
fact aleo. ( Bib. XXVIII). 
These writers believe that the patient's state of nutrition and not the 
severity of the diabetes determines the in1 tial diet to be given to a.n 
ad'vtlt diabetic patient who has no complications. (Bib. XXIX) 6 'They be-
Iieva thatlt since insulin 1s now availe,ble, no diabetic should receive a. 
diet containing less than fifty grams of c:srbohydrate, even though the dia-
betes be severe. The carbohydrate allowance 1s increased as the tolerance 
beoomes greater. In prefere:nc:e to lowering the aarbohydra.te ration below 
fifty grams) appropriate doses of insulin are given to bring the blood-sugar 
do"vn to norme.l .. 
'l'hey bellBve that two-thirds of' a gram of protein per kilogram will usu-
ally maintain 8. positive nitrogen balanc.e. After the protein, carbohydrate 
and cA.1ories have been determined: Foster and Lowrie determine the number 
of calories to be supplied by fat by Bubtracting the total calories derived 
from the protein and carbohydrate fram the total number of calori ea to be 
given. 'I'his balance divided by nine gives the number of grams of fat needed. 
-29. 
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Conseqllent~) the K/AK ratio will usually 11e between one and two which 
i £ e very sa tisfa.ctorY safegtHlrd agains t ketogenic excess, ac cording to 
Fo ster and Lowrie. 
Malnutrition is often the result of diabetes and may be used as an index 
of its severity. Diabetic symptoms become more severe in the mal-nourished 
state.. Therefore, therapy must be directed both teward controlling the dia-
betes and toward improving the physical state .. Very low diets are contra-
indicated by a state of malnutrition. 
Adequate foad allowance is essential for a gain in weight" The amount 
of insulin should be so adjusted, according to Fester, that the blood-sugar 
1 evel is kept above the normal ( 125-150 ) in order to prevent the unus\J.-
ly severe hypoglycemic reacti8ns that are otherwise common in malnour-
ished individuals" The fatigability so characteristic of this group is 
overao:ne only by rat sing the level of nutri tion. (Bib .. XXIX ). 
However, in t.he aged patient no attempt should be nade to increase the 
weight to. the estimated normal inasmuch as the mortality rate of the under-
weight individuals who are above fifty years of age is less than that of 
individuals ot this age of normal weight and is greatly less than that of 
those who are overweight. (Bib. XXIX ). 
The best therapeutic resul ts are secured vlith the overweight diabetic pa-
tients. Reduction in weight lowers the basal number of calories required 
a,nd, consequently, lessens the severity of the diabetes a.lthough the pan-
creatic function be not impreved. A diet yielding 1200 calories in the 
case of the obese diabetic, will usually effect a weight loss of about one 
pound per week. The maintena.nce protein of two-thirds gram per kilogram ~ 
fifty grams or more of carbohydrate and the balance of the calories in fa.t 
are prescribed. In the event the weight loss is too rapid, the patient 
will be c·linically v;orse instead of better. A drop in blood pressure below 
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100 systolic indicates a too rapid weight 10s8 g according too Foster. 
( Bib., XXIX). 
The following table showing food allowanc·es for overweight, normal 
weight and under~elght patients has been devised by Foster:-
Age 
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Acccrding to Spriggs o£.London, many obese individuals with mild diabetes 
require no other treatment than a reduc'tion in the amount of food eaten .. 
( Bib .. XXX). 
Foster has endeavored to give others an appreciation of the fact that 
insulin enables us to adj~st some 8~ltable plan of dietary combination to 
any case of diabetic deficiency. (Bib. XXX I ). Insulin has enabled 
llodern practl tioners to depa.rt considerably from the early pre-insulin 
arrangem ent of a. dia,betic diet on a It can take II and II canno t take II prln-
clple. 
31. 
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Foster of NeVI; York urges one gram of prot:din per kilogram of body weight 
b3ca.use a wide range of ::'t~ino-acids is essential to health although an 
adul t can exist on less than one er8~ per kilogram" (Bib. XX:XI ) .. 
FQster writes that mathematical prec'ision is possible in the treatment 
of diabetes and that the patient ehould be well trained to uee scales in 
measuring his diet. In small communities where e, dietitian i8 not avall,= 
able, Borne diabetic patient may be secured to teach another with Borne 8~all 
compensation for his work. 
Foster of NeVi York believes that a maintenance diet should be adopted 
5tt once. This basal maintenance formula is determined by Foster as folloviS: 
In estimating the theoretical caloric requirements of e, patient weighing 
fifty~five kilograms, a basis of thirty c:alories per kilogram may be adop-
ted. He requires a total of 1650 calories per day.. The protein factor, 
then, is fifty-five grams daily) which is equivalent to 220 calo:rie?~ leav-
ing a balance of 1430 calories to be distributed between carbohydrate and 
fa t. The grams of carbohydrate required is determined by dividing 1430 by 
the nL.b"IJber 17 which equa.ls nine ty- seven g!?am:s;.of aarbohydra, te.. Thl s amount 
of carbohydrate equals 388 calories~ Therefore, 1430 minus 388 equa1E 
1042 ~ 9 ~ 116 grams of fat" The formula, tben~ is. carbohydrate, 97;, 
protei~, 55; fat, 116. An inadequacy of the amount of food given is indi= 
cated by a loss of weight and a loss of strength when the patient assumes 
his usual mode of life. The diet should be accordingly increased and the 
insulin dosage readjusted. 
Rather commonly a patient with rather mild diabetes will not become 
sugar-free until insulin 1s administered in large doses, sixty to eighty 
units ~- day. Gradually an increase in insulin production results, according 
to Fost,er" Each inSUlin dose may be decreased by ten or fifteen units 
~J.::1til none 1s necessary. It appears that the claims of J?oster .a.re sO'1le't.hat 
extravagant ~ He w1"1 tee that.. it is seldom e t 
n CesEary 0 ~:fve more than two 
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doses of insulin, one in the morning and on:..~ in the evening. The noon 
dose is gradually d1vidad between the morning and evening doses .. 
Foster states that obesity in diabetes indicates a mildness of the d18-
eeee because weight loss wOl.lld ensue if the condi tioD were severe., 
( Bib. XXXI). A lIoderate carbohydr's.te content is urged in giving e. rt:d'.lcing 
d~et because acidosi8 would otherwise supervene due to the patient metabol-
izing his own excess bocy weight. 
The method of cooking the foocl must be considered in regulating the 
diet because vitamines are largely destroyed by heat, especially under full 
exposure to the air.. The pot Vif',ter containing mort of the minerD,l salts 
is too often discarded. Since the cooking of canned vegetables is done 
after the sealing process, some ccmned vegetables are more beneficial than 
tr~ose cooked in many of the homes. (Bib. XXXI). 
The le.rge amounts of fat in the ea.rly diabetio diets probably tend to-
'<;1ard lipemia and ul tima.tely to vascular hypertension and arteriosclerosis .. 
Aschoff's hypothesis maintains that the early lesion in artEriosclerosie 
is ·?n infiltrrtion of the endothelium with plasma. In severe diabetic acid-
osis~ cholesterolemia and lipe:nia are markedly elevated. The perniciol.l.s 
effect of continued cholesterol and lipoid infiltration of the intlmo. is 
vory plausl ble.. E1 eV8.ted blood lipoids are pre~l ent in ln~ni tion and certain 
d18eases~ as nephrosis. It seems likely treat arteriosclerosis may reSlllt 
in earlier years from excess dietary fat or inE'ufficient carbohydrate 0-
Bib. XXXI ) . 
. Gl,.nimal experiments have 8ho~m that foods of the ac:'d-ash type; i. e., 
meats, fish, cereals, bread and eggs, induce chronic interstitial nephri-
tis, hypertension ana arteriosclerosis as revealed by al.ltopsy~ Probahly, 
diabetic ~nd other patients should eat dominantly those foods of the kal= 
sb type; i.e., vegetables, fruits end milk .. 
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Diets high carbo:!J.y e w in th protein and fat yield bet-
tel' gnd prompter results in caees of arteriosclerotic complications; B~ch 
as, retinitis and circumscribed gc.ngrsne of th~ feet. (Bib .. XXXI ). 
Liberal dOSGS of i::18ulin should be given. High carbohydrate diets should 
give batter results as an adjunct of treatment of myocardial and renal de-
generations, which are probably' duo to similar valvular lesions. According 
to Foster of New York, there 113 much evidence to show that high carbohydra.te 
diets benefiT and hasten whereas high protein diets delay the regeneration 
of liver cells .. 
Sansum. Blatherwick and Bowden recommend a diet low in fat and high !n 
carbohydrate" (Bib .. X.XXII and XXXIII).. Tbeir diets contain two or· :!lO!'e 
grams of' carbohydrate to each gram of fat .. Suc~ a dietary, it is true, 
1. s s :roadical departure from tJ::e time-honored dietary management of abates; 
yet these investigators c'la1m excellent reeul ts. Their first diet 9 which 
1s an II aCidosis diet,1I consists of ninety gra..'118 of oatmeal ( dry weight. ), 
300 co. of skim milk and 1000 C~. of fruit juice. The oatmeal and skim 
milk are fr~ctloncted into three meals; the fruit juice is given with the 
meals and between meals. Orange juice proved to be the most suitable. 
Le:non juice or Grap~fruit juice we,s often added to the orange juice, es= 
pecially if the patient showed tendency toward nausea and vomi ting. Vv'hen 
the patient has ree:overed from the aa.-idesis, the remaining diets are or-
dered in the follev:ing sequenc:e until a illcdntenance level is reached:-
Rou tine Diet It .... or·m u.las. 
------- ---- ---------
lITo. Diet. C~rbohY'drate '" Pr'otGin~ Fat. Calories. 
1 .. Acidosis 257 28 12 1248 
2" 1000 calories 95 '-l·8 49 1013 
3 .. 1500 calories 146 69 71 1499 
4 .. 2000 calories 202 79 97 1997 
5. 2200 calories 217 93 107 2203 
,... 
2500 calories 245 100 124 2496 o. 
7~ 3000 calories 301 11.6 150 3018 
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Considerable amounts of insulin are necesearily given. Diet No. 2 
causes the glycosuria to disappear.. No attempt is made to clear up the 
glycosuria on the !l ac1do:21s diet" II A lar£er anount of fat is given than 
in the diets of Porges and Alcersberg" Sansum and his co-workers claim 
that the high aarbohydrate content of the diet gives greater physical and 
mental vigor .. Acidosis c's,n scarcely occur, even ''lith co-existing Bugar in 
the u.rlne, because the high carbohydrate factor lntroduces a large margin 
of s8,fety.. These investigators claim that later vasC:lllar involvement is 
not so liable to occur on acco:..mt of overcoming the acid-ash type of acid-
osls by means of the milk .. potato and fruits. 1'he increased carbohydrates 
lend a greeter palatabil.ity to the diet .. (Bib. XXXII and XXXIII )" 
Sansum and hi.s ao-workera believe that the greatest contribution to 
the modern therapy of diabetes is tho knowledge that reduction in fat in-
creases the carbohydrate tolerance, espec:ially in children. The Cause of 
this$ when well understood, may open up new avenues of procedure for the 
c'ontrol of diabetes" 
Williams states that the dietary of normal ind.ividuals contains from 
500 to 800 gram.s of glucose-producing foo·d. (Bib .. XXXIV ).. In normalcy 
the pancreas secretes 75 to 200 or more units of insulin daily depending on 
the dally food intal{:e. As a.Ires.dy mentioned J Williams experimental work 
for six years with the Eli Lilly Company in the clinical testing of insulin 
reveeled that one un! t of insulin will met~J.bolize a,bout four gra.'Tls 0 f glu-
cose.. Diabetes results when the pancrea.s fails to produce enough insulin 
to metabolize the carbohydrate content and glucose-forming content of the 
diet. The urine-sl.l.gar represents tha.t portion of glucose which is not oxi-
dized and which exceeds the storage capaci ty of the body ~ 'l'he bala.nce ob-
tained by 8ubtrDcting the number of grams of glucose excreted in the urine 
from the numbs I' ()f grams of glucose ingested is termed by Williams the 
':rna Theory and Proctlae of Modern There>py in Diabetes Melli 
H glLwose utilization II r"'tctor. Williams believes that the use of insulin 
will increa.,se the f91rly constant glucose utilization factor in a well-
mana.ged case of diabetes~ He states that the number of unlts of insulin 
secreted by either a normal or diabetic individual is determined by dividing 
the ntl':1ber of gramEl of glucose '.ltilized by the flIwber four. The resul tins 
figure t whi eh :nay be called the II insulin coeffl c lent J a is a fairly con~ 
stant factor in diabetes.. The so-called Ii insulin coefficient II of the 
diabetic is determined by subtracting the number of units administered from 
t total number of uni ts required to metabolize the food. "Bib .. XXXIV) .. 
'M.l11ams states that this coefficient is not materially affeo:ted by occa-
aional dietary indiscretions, even with a high glycosuria and high ood-
Rugs,r levels. This view is somewhat in accord with Hare's belief that 
interml t tent glycosuria and ra1 sed blood-sugar concentration are campa tl ble 
wit.h a life of physical and mentel vigor. (Bib. Y.JCVIII ). Inslliin admin-
ietration does not influence the insulin coefficient, according to Williams~ 
Williams classifies clinically all cases of diabetes as follOWS: (1) se-
vere dlabetes,- insulin coefficient ranging below 20; moderately severe dla.-
betes~= ranging from 20 to 35; mild dlabetes,- ranging from 35 to 75. 
The insulin coefficient is very value,ble to know sinc,e 1 t is a more valu.-
able guide to the progress of an infection in diabetes than is the leuco-
cyte count or the febrile curve, since 1 t offers valuable prognos tic infor:na-
tion, since it measures most efficiently the progress of a case and the 
results of therapy and since it offers a most valuable check on the integri-
in fO{/OW';h'J 
ty of a patlent'1h1s dIetary allowance or insulin dosage.. Sa.tisfactory pro-
gress. according to Williams J wou.ld be indicated by a rise in the insulin 
coefficient of five to ten units a year .. Williams believes that the inslllin 
coefficient method is mllch more reliable than the glucose-tolerance test 
in differentiating spurious and renal diabetes from true diabetes. He writes:, 
~--- -~-~ -- ~--~ ~~~ 
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" 
tl A gll.lcose tolerance test 18 about 8.8 ussfLll Rnd reliable a method of de-
termining the efficiency of the pe.ncreas as is the hundred.~yarC1 dash in 
eleven seconds a. measure of the phyelcal ability of an individual to walk 
t 1 • 1 ·t \I five miles a a e~sure y ga~ J~ ( Bi b. XXXIV ). 
One rather pro'1lising feature of the in siJ.l i:l coefficient factor iE tha.t 
it will enable clinicians of widely separated communities to accurately 
contrast~ and evaluate different therapeutiC: measures" (Bib~ XXXIV ). 
Nixon presents a summary of the advantages secured by ~ diet riC'h in 
c'arbohyClrate: (1) It offers contentment and satisfaction;. (2) The regimen 
is more easily observed; ;(3) The serious danger of ketosis is removed; 
(1+) Arteriosclerosis is delayed;: (5) The most important advantage is that 
a fat-poor diet increases carbohydrate talers.nce and the prospects of pan~ 
crea.tic regeneration ft (Bib. XX-x:! ). 
Fain. Edmonoeon a.nd Nicely of \U sconsin present some d.i etetic principles 
which have been regularly taught to all patients at the Spa during the 
last sixteen years: (1) Green vegetables two or tl:ree times daily; {2} 
Fruits ( preferably fresh fruits) twice daily; (3) Fresh mea~ ( preferably 
animal protein, ~bether fish, foul, eggs or cheese ); (4) Cream and butter. 
They advocate that the diet be adequate, agreeable, well-varied and that 
the patient must not be required to weigh and calculate his diet. To the 
above, cereals and vegetables B,re added if the patient I s tolerance for blood-
sugar producing foods will permit. Fresh fruits am green vegetables are 
ve~ essential, a.ccording to them, since they supply a high mineral salt 
and vitamin content. Careful histories taken by these writers showed that 
mineral salts and vitamins are largely lacking in a large nu:nber of diets 
~, followed at the time the diabetes developed. l'he polyuria of diabetes de~ 
pletes the mineral s8,lts of the body.. They declare that high carbohydrate 
diets necessitato large dOSf3S of insulin and freqL!ently result in insulin 
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re9C'tlons» espec'ially when e are jigestlve diztllrbanccs.. (B:'i.b. Xy.xvr ) .. 
The Treatment of Diabetic Qpm.a" Bowen and Hekimlan write that insulin 
~-------- -~- ---------
8101'11'3 does not produce satl cf'3.ctory rSfponse in cases of diabetic coma. 
t ti t i b d ~nd apolying hAa~ ~hey give '11hey ur.g.e placing he pa en n a warm e t~. _ . ,-:,~'" I.J .. 
a hypodermoclysis of 1000 cc* of normal salt solution and give an enema if 
the bowels have not moved during the day.. The uee of sodium bicarbona.te 
the amocmt of forty grams 01" less during the twenty-four hours" given by 
:no or by proc·toclysis if the ctomach ls irri table, is absolutely harmless 
and sOlJletimes Beems to be decidedly beneficial. 
According to Bowen and He~:imlan, the average insulin dosage foY' t,he first 
twenty'- four hours should be approximately 15D uni ts whereas S0!11e pa ti en ts 
require three times this dosage and others respond to one-balf th1E amount. 
Thts ulin requirement did not seem to depend on the blood-sugar concen~ 
tret ,. the carbon-dioxide capacity of the blood, the degree of leucocytosls 
or the blood nitrogen although extremely hyperglycemic patients usually 
tolerate more insulin. Carbohydrate is given by them with the insulin 
when the initial blood-sugar is low. Frequent urine examinations are made 
in order to determine the progress of the patient and to estimate the insulin-
carbohydrate administrations. They state that catheterization should not 
be done unless the bladder is distended inasmuch as repeated cs.theterization 
may result in urlnary tract infection in comatose cases. C:aff'eine sodium 
benzoate or digl tali s prep8ra tions hypodermically often appear to be e ffec-
tive in combatting the clrclllata.ry- insufficiency, acro-cyanosis" hypotonia 
and tachyca.rdla manifested in some degree by nearly every pa.tient having 
diabetic coma.. 'llhese attending conditions are probably due to acid intoxl~ 
ca tlon.. F'lulds should be forced to overcome the dehydration.. (Bl b .. XXXVII). 
They report favorable results in eighty-one cases by the USe of the above 
outlined treatment. 
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'i ~ t H:1,..,it d Adl'l"''''- do not believe that alkalies ar3 beneficial JOB ... rl, HOO ,0U! .. 1. e an _,,&1 u 
in diabetic coma. In Joslin's report of 105 caSBS of diabetic co~a, repre-
senting ninety patients, there were fourteen deaths, five occurring during 
coma with comp11ca tions J two during ul1compllcated coma trea ted during the 
early i::1sulln period and seven during complications developed after recover-
ing from the coma .. But Bowen end ijekimlan, as we have seen, believe that 
the use of alkalies causes a quicker response and a more ready lef 
from hyperp:.1.ea.. ( Bl b. XXXV I I and XXXV II I ). 
John of Cleveland outlines !OL plan of treating diabetic coma, similar to 
that of Bowen and Hekimia.n.. F'or vorni ting John orders a gastric lavage 
with warm and ~lightly alkalinized \Uaterj) the last bulbful being left in 
the stomach.. He sometimes gives 30 to 40 co. of castor oil through the 
19.vage tube 8,ft8r completion of the lavage.. Then, 'the patient receives 
250 co. of a ten per cent* solution of dextrose to which from fifty to OIle 
l"..undred units of insulin have been added. The first treatment is afton ade-
quate;, however, two :.r three £"c.lch adminietratlons may be eiven during the 
first twenty~four hotu·s. An ampoule of ca.ffeine coeium benz o8,te, contaj.n-
ing 7.5 graine~ is added to the dextrose solution and! if the patient 1s 
restless, he adds 0.25 grain of morphine to t~e solution. If the patient 
has any infections as a carbuncle or pneumonia~ ,a blood cuI ture is incic8.,-
ted.. John llsuelly &dminieters twenty units of insulin every half nour Url-
til the ood~sll£ar lev drops to 250 mgrna. or less, wh2n insulin is given 
lese often; that is, everyone or two hours as determined by repeated 
blood-Bug?-J' examinations. .Tohn stresses t1:1at t,hers is v(;ry little danger of 
ovsrlnsullza tion :'nducing insulin shock in diabetic coma. II A patient in 
coma, especially if he has an infection, soaks up InEuJ_in a sponge; 
that iB, insulin does not Beam to produce the same effect per unit as in 
ordln~ case. 11 sta tee tha t he has never Been a case die of hypoglyc.e-
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a is :nost 8.0 emergency t arises in diabetes. and.lnsul 
should be given in large !."1T.ounts Immedia tely and persistently.. For dehy-
:'ira tion in diabetic coma, with vO!:li ting, gastric lavaca 1 s nece Bsary .. Water 
should be given in l!'l.rge amou~tn followed by a hypodermoClllysls of 2000 co. 
( Bib .. XXXIX ). 
We know that insulin admlni stration 1. s the best assu!'s,nC8 against acidosie 
... <4voco.."Te-s 
pa ssing into coma. Campbell 0 f Toronto.., tr..a t el uco se or otter carbohydrate 
he given with the insulin in the proportion of one gram of carbohydra te to 
each uni t of insulin in order not to s:iva p.n. excess of the hormone .. 
( • XL. ). John, on the other hand, believes there is very little 
of ove:rine izatlon ~ (Bib .. XXXIX ) & Insulin is indica ted. when 9.cetoac 
acid is present in tr.s urine, as determined by the ferric chloride tect, 
and when symptoms 8no signs of aC'~.dosis and dehydration are present, euch 
a, s, dypnea or prolonged, painful or di f'ficul t breathing; v or tigo; na c.H:; sa, 
varni tine; abdornin~l pain; deepening drowsiness; and a frui ty odor 0 f the 
b:rea R uced tenSion of the eyeha.ll, dry B.nd ha.rd tongue and skin indi~ 
ca that the patient in acidosis is in imminent danger of coma; at this 
time, eatment must be immediate and vigorous. WaI"im drinkr.: of various 
kinds should be given frequentlY8,nd generol.lsly.. Oampbell does not b leve 
ingiv::uc ::::~::;r:rhine very often because it prodLlc8S complica tiona. ( Bib. 
Campbell gives twenty to forty unitE of inSUlin repeatedly Lmtil the symp-
toms disappear.. A drink of orange juice i grape .juice or diluted corn syrup 
1s given wi th the insulin. Any hypoglycemic tendency 1s avoidel:l by DJ9.klng 
repeete A u~inarv AX8 m1 na ti ona +~ a~ ~ t i ~h ~ 1 
v - --'.; '" , .... - ~" ...... vi,.) !I! _~e cer",[)' n va" g yco6urla continues .. 
believ6B that most pstients in acidosis will be ent from paSSing 
into COmEt by glving forty un! ts of insulin per da.y 1n divided 
ses until 
the dl an(1 lne:.llin are properly ~dJusted.. Ten grams of sodium 
8.te glven cally per orem proba,bly hastens a recovery from acJ.cosls. 
The ry T' t.. $' "" -'ern 'I1rl~Y"ny 11'1 nja_ bete s ;\1 ,;:1"1C '.l.ce 0,1. lVH."U - J, • ,:;;,,':;,.l.~ _ .. -, _,. 8® 
\'¥hen fJ'3,nk coma develops, Campbell aoopts an ?fJ!gency regime ~ He beli GVSS 
that most comatose caSElS which terminate fatally could have been saved by 
giving an initial dose of sixty units of insulin at once. A delay of only 
f t 1 ~ e '.n,e S18,te s that two or three 0 unces one hOLl,!, hOilI' JlD~y cauos a a a, .... SSll.. r; y 
of corn syrup, in water or coffea, should be given. Also, he aombats 
tone production by giving adequate caloric requirements in foods other than 
fats. He redL),ces metabolism to a minimum, by putting the :J9,tien0 to bed 
anc keeping him warm.. This procedure is agreed upon by all ::;1ini019.ns. 
O'lE' hundred units of inEulin with 1000 co. of ten per cent. glucose soltltion 
are given :intravenously at once. T.he insulin 1s repeated if necessary but 
rarely in large doses after the initial admlnletration. Oampbell finds that 
two hundred units in all are adequate to entirely overcome the coma .. 
prsfers to have the glycosuria persist until the patient aSSLUnes an lnter-
est in outside activities again. Two twenty unit doses of insulin are 8iv3n 
to preven t a relapse into acidosis", O'ne-fourth oc * of pi tili trin or pi tres-
sin ~ay be repeatedly given intravenously in order to support the e:iroula-
tiona Campbell advocates other measures already described under the plans 
of other clinicians. (Bib. XL ) .. 
Foster of New York says 'that twenty to forty grams of dextrose given 
every two or three hours with adequate insulin will prevent clL1ioa1 acl s1.s 
preoperatively and postoperatively. He writes that dextrose is best given 
in twenty-five to fifty per cent. solutions intravenously inasmuch as dex-
troee by hypodermoclysis does not see::n to be rapidly absorbed and sometlmes 
irrl tates.. When the diabetic patient burns largely fat, which is the least 
essential tissue ~ aC'idosis su.perv, enes. A"'i·-'I~..t 1'1 A ~ 1 ~ U~W ~n 8urg~ca caees ac~ompan-
iee high mortalitleB~ AcidOSis 1s the Burgeon's greatest hazard. ( Bib. 
XX-AI ). 
Before t:-:'e advent of insulin p the mortall ty rate aocompany ing coma. was 
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100 per cent. The average mortality rate of cases now reported in the Ii te r-
ature is approximately 25 per cent. Although this marks a tremendous "gain, 
the rate will undoubtedly be still further lowered.. Joslin's idea of a 
mortality rata of zero seems very doubtful .. John·s mortality rate in dia-
b i '"' b "I 5 r e¥> "'ent t Bib .. XXXIX )'. The stome.ch of a " et c coma~4e.s een on ... y .0 p ...... .• \ 
moribund patlent in diabetic coma should not be washed out unless :tt is 
dlstone as eueh a procedure may lead to a fatal issue. 
John reports that the use of Fisher·s solution by vein yields excellent 
results in treating the oliguria and evening anuria that occasionally ac-
companies digeetie coma.. The ketosis probably aallses renal damage as is 
shown by the presence of casts with 9.dhering epithelia.1 cells in the urine. 
( Bib. XXXIX ). 
Dodds of the MiddlRsex Hospi tal, England J relies for the inEulln oae,age 
in cases of diabetic coma on the results of hlood-sugar analyses.. He S 8 
t~:a t the blood- sJ.gar estimation requires only about fifteen mlmlte s; then J 
es t first dose of insulin, ueu.ally about one hundr~:1d units .. 
Bib. XLI ) .. 
Joslin, Root and Vihite have worked out a scheme for giving j,nsulin de~ 
pending upon the hO'.11"8 the come tose patient is expected to live... If thl:1 
e ime. period is twenty=four hours~ twenty units are glven every houl' 
until there is clinical improvement and a markedly lowered hloud-sugar and 
urin.ary sU.gar. If the eatima ted period 1 s only twelve hour E" the do S6 1s 
forty units per hour .. During the post-comatose state ins in is given by 
them smaller amounts. It would seem that estim· ation of tt-"" b .p L", nom •. er 0 .. 
tU's of life ectancy oould not be ma with any fair degree of accuracy 
._ inasmuch as symptoms of vCi,riou.s individuals differ so markedlYe 
P.are urQ:ee a watchfulne~s for tn' e f'irqt· ~ , • t ~ _ _~ _ ,~pogLyeemJ.c symp oms in giving 
~aeB1ve doses of inSUlin r diabetic coma in crder to immediately decrease 
-':rheory snd :Practice of Ivlodern Therapy in Diabe s li tl.lS. 
t ins in increase the elucose. ( Bib. XXVIII ). 
Le,wrence believes thst he caused the recovery of two patients in dSpper-
ate tic coma by giving extromely large quanti ties of intravenous fluid I 
hypertonic saline and gum acacia s-Jlution.. He states that certain clinical 
observations may be made which will readily differentiate the cases re-
Quiring such treat!llent from less severe cases, which will readily respol1() 
to insulin alone. In both tYP8S there are typical air hunger e.nd 'Varying 
degrees of unconsciousness. In the most severe caees the p se 1s rapid 
and feeble, t!1e blood pressure very low, the veins ere empty, the tissues 
ined of water, end the most striking sign is the low eye sian. 
1:he excessive polyuria and the failure·to absorb fJl..uid ·due to the vomiting 
and unc'ol1sciousness produces this extreme dehydr?tion.. An increased bemo-
globin content indicates s. concentrated c'ondition of the bload~ The dehy= 
dration and low blo~d pressurecaus6s a very ~canty Gxcretion of urine and 
so~etlmeB actual anuria. Nitrogen accumulates in the blood; blood urea 
concentrations of 80 to 100 mgm .. per 100 co; .. or even higher, due to dehy-
dra tioD, 3.re present $. Tpe blood chlorides 8.1'15 grea tl~' aepl eted. 
These finCllngs explain the effi'cacy of the treatment, according to Law-
renee.. Insulin rectiflel'! the chemical c:hanges in the blood due to the diEi-
betic st8, te. Forced fluids ~ v'.' hich in despers. te caDes should be given in 
V'ery large amounts ana preferably, by veln, rec;tifies the dehydration chem-
ica,l ehangee 1n the blooo.. Lawrence gives 1.8 per cent .. sE"tline solution .s:'hC~ 
L 
the body j s. depleted of c'hlorldes and the blood chlorides a r~ greatly 
reduced.. Seven per cent .. of gum acacia Was given after the saline because 
the former is colloidal ?,na remains in the vessels. Much of the saline 
leaves the blood and passes into the dehydrated tissues.. A pint of gum 
ecaci8, amplifles and gives body to the pulse more than the earlier larger 
volu'1!e of 8a1:n6 Eolution. (Bib. XXVI ). 
The Theory and Practice of Modern 'l'herapy in I..labetes ]18:1.1i tus. 
Rob3ytson leve that the C~Uge of death in uncomplicated 
d tic C0:ma is c·ircula tory fa llure rather than the conai tion of ketasi s 
or nitrogen retention. In their fatal caBes death was preoed by a per= 
82. ently falling blaoe presEure.. 'rhie vie,"' su.pports the important proce= 
dure of institu.ting vigorous measures to support the circulation. ( Bib. 
XLII ). 
Even under tr.e inslllin regime, constant su.pelvl sion of the doctor and 
lntslligent co-op oration ere necessary to avert a mortality from diabetic 
coma. The treatment of coma is the administration of glucose rendered 
asable by insulin because lceto 21 s resul ts from inootTIplete oxide. t"ion 0 f fats ~ 
Carbohydrates ar'e essential to complete oxidation of fats.. Under oarbohy·· 
ore.te deprivation the body derives its c.aloric requix'ements from the fats 
which are incompletely burned. The urine ehould be kept continuously free 
of ketone bodies ac indioated by Ro thera' 8 eodi urn-nl tropruselt1e teat, ac-
cording to Nixon. Glucose administration is the only offectiv8 ~athod of 
~llminatlng ketosis. Carbohydrates must be givon freely with the inR in 
because insulin may exhaust tl:e olaod-, sugar and yet be lnsufficient in 
quantity ta burn up all the ketones .. Therefore, continued coma with hypo-
glycemia may eventuate if glucose is Withheld .. (Bib. XXVII). 
Th.£ lr~§:!ment of 121abeteE .!g Cr~11dre!!~ Foster of New York believes thet 
two grams of protein per kilogram should bE allowed turing the growth period 
of childhood and that t:l6 total food E,.llowance sh::;uld also be increased .. 
( 3ib. XXXI ) ~ Since bony growth requires lime salts,. a Quart of milk 
should be included in the ra tion of a diabetic chlld since insulln will 
~etabolize the lactose. Raw fruits and green vegetables m~Bt be given 
~ll mineral and vitamin requirements. Fruit juices, to j ulee " 
leafy vegeta es, carrots, butter and cod liver 011 each furnish so~e 
f! stance reqLlisl te e1 t~er to growth or health. (B:l..b ~ XXXI ). 
-a and Pree 103 of Modern Die teE. llltU9tt 
Gey e1 in fact that diabetes in children is more 
severe thEm in the adult and t conssC';l.Llently J 1 s more ciffic t uf treatment 
sufficient for prop er growth 8 nd developm ent ITlust be 
given. Treatment 1s rather uncertain because there are no entirely satls-
stand~trds of heie;11t... a,nd weight for a.ge and because we do not }mow 
t c orlc l~take for the various ages- Ladd has conel that the 
non:nBl average weight for height as given in Bardeenfs tables, vlus or minus 
twelve per cent., is the JptillU:n weight for a diabetic child.. By follo1.'J-
ing helght-we1ght-index-growth curves the practitioner may compare with 
the sta.ndard at any age a.nd learn valuable facts as to the child' e growth 
rete as indica ted by the tendency of tr.e patient I B curve to parallel $ to 
b Ol' to depart f:r'om the standard curves. T.he tables of Eolt and 
Fales are probably the best for determining the celoric and protein require-
:nents at th::: various a,ges" Abo,ut two=thirds the amount shown in these tables 
should adopted ~e the optimum ration for the diabetic child. ( Bib* 
XLIII ). 
e :nuet a proper maintenance of the ketogenic ratio. Nixon s 
t:h8.t clabetlc children require a generous c13,rbohydrate a1 wanCEl lnasm a8 
en exce£B of fat over carbohydrate will indLl.oe,. even in a normal child, 
011013.1 vomiting, acidosis and acetonemia. (Bib .. XXVII). A posit1.ve 
cv-v 
tein be.lance m~lst be maintained in order to preserve the protein 111 lurn. 
( Bib •. XLIII ). Geyelin and I\J!ackie bel i eve tha t ths era 0 f high fat J> low 
carbohydrftte cietE ha.s passed becaue.e of the untoward effec·ts of such diets. 
Such diets ha.ve revealed that continuous elevations of the bl0 fa ts Clnd 
blood c·holesterol above normal limits induce a reduced sugar t eran(:e. 
lIla.ny, aU.tt.orl ties now believe that these high blood levels playa role in 
t (levelopment of' vasc.ulgr chs.nges in later years. Joslin believes that 
a diet contB.lni.ng one hundred grams or more of carbohydrate J given soon af-
The P:r1;tC ce:.; f erapy a. tee 111 tJS. 
ter diB~9teB develops, ~ay prevent appea.r-once of erlo""" 
eclerosle. Also, animals fed an a high fat. low carbGhydrate diet respond 
lese to insulin therapy. 03ye11n and Maokie write that a change in diet in 
which the fstB were aeCreaflF:C a.nd the carbohydra.te8 considers.bly lneras.sed 
reg ted in a very small increase in the insulin reqlliremente immedla tely 
fol.lowing the diet,g.ry chanEs, and, later, there WEiS frequently a lessened 
lne 111 requiremen t and an apparently per:nsnent crease 
tolerance .. 
Ladd has declared that a diet containing the re1uisite number of calories. 
sufficient proteins to maintain a positive nitrogen balance and a ratio of 
three to four grs.ms of oarbohydrate to each gra.m of fat had resulted a 
more rapid improvement in diabetic children than any s8rlier dletary regime 
held ever Secured. Lead geve adequate insulin to maintain an absence of 
glycosuria and a blood-sugar concentration within normal limits. 
In studylng the r'EH3Ulta of treating ninety-five diabetic children :tn the 
Toronto Hospital for Sick ChIldren, Boyd discovered that only fifteen per 
cent" cOllld receive an aaequa.te d t wi thout inaul in and that not OnJ'l of 
e an ini tie"l tolerance in excess of one hU~1dred gre,ms of c 
d Furthermore, in the remaining eighty-five per cent., a baaal dlet 
without insulin dld not maintain a sugar-free urine. Insulin administration 
vlelds more successful an.-d. quic~er r'RRu'.L~A 4 n. c~1.·l~-re~ t~an an ~d 1t 
.; • <>.. - - - - .1. - , Ll ..,.! H ~ Un, J. 0. u ..... , s " 
Bib~ XLIII ). 
In rrdld cases 0 f dlabete s in children, t~e c8rbohyol't1 te may pue,hed 
to the morning and evenine; mee.ls, and two doses of insul.in 9 admini stered 
thirty to rty-fi ve minutes before the morning and evening meals, re ec-
tively. may provide for t~e excess burden on the pancreas. In the mo e ;c~ e-
\JerE oaEes, three in)eetions daily tDFt",V 'h,."" reo.".4 "'6d. In t· + 
v .- ~~ _~_A - . ne mas", severe 
cases, cn additional stra.tlon at ml'a-n'g,~,I,t ,mav be n c en ~ 4 
• _<::;1, '"' ''''-v .e .e S <::try loO prevsn '" 
spilling of sugar into the urine during the latter hours of 
-Theory and Practice of ern erapy in Diabetes Mellitus. 
The en re twenty-four ur urine outpu.t should be fractionated into 
that voided between evening and morning meals, that voided between morning 
snd noon-day meals ano that voided between noon-day and eysning meals. 
The three separate analyses will give all information necessary for deter-
mining the size of the variou.s doses which vary with the amo,u.nt of sugar 
spilling into the urlne~ the time of its occurrence and the proportion 
of carbohydrates given at each meal. 
The site of insulin injection ohou.ld be constantly shifted to pr<3vent 
tissue thickening and induration at a too narrowly restricted site of in-
jeotion with consequent delayed, irregular and insufficient inSulin c)bbOrp-
t The Eood practitioner ffi'.1st a1 way s pay attention to the smaller details 
( Bib. XLIII ) .. 
Prlecilla \\hlte of Boston writes that there are twenty thousand chIldren 
in the United states who are diabetic or potentially diabetic .. (Bib. XLIVj. 
This wri ter believes that ten years will be required to tell which combina= 
tion of diet; tha.t is, high cctrbohydrate ~ '1loaerate carbohydrate o,r low 
carbohydra te diet will beet ful fill all a f the requirements during the devel-
opmental years of life. At the present time, accordinl to vihlte, it is prob-
ably safer not to resort to the dietary extreme!3~ A low carbohydratG, 
t ciet seems to lower the toler):),:':1ce for carbohydrate wherea.s the reverse 
t:r~e of a1 seems stra.in the dleeased p8J1Creas., However ~ rn modern 
eetiga tors not a.ccept the latter vl€·w. 'the year, 1930, mar':t::s the ee-
v J're~r nf' l"<f't"l i n tn' .2 y 'apy.. In"'u"l in "'a s 1- .... 4 " 
"" -- H_'" -- y __ ,J. _ .05 ..L •. U e, no.,.. eeem '",0 ..LDd\lCe arterioec1er~ 
osis in diabetic children. During the pre-insulin days one of 
e 
0.1 tic c dren begen to show arteriosclerotic man1f~st"~40rlP + 
.., ... - -k •• ' 9.... e even 
years. 'ren Bulln children showed no eVidence of arter Boleroeis when 
X'~:r8.y exam ':'na tlons 0 f the 1 s were made.. (Bib. XLIV ) ~ 
eatment of djab2tA8 ~n "'''l'la'x''''n ·"88 r' t 
- - w_ ~. vI J.. '''''A YV. ciLmOS ess t 
ry and P rapy taB :v1elli s. 
o lscov of ;!ust capable 01 e 
were able to pro lives of a diabetic:~s • 
uowever. the necessary strict limitation of food intake produced a Bt~ntBd 
dovelopment and increased susceptibility to disease. Under ~odGrn r lmss 
01 i.e chil llay undergo normal gro':ctb anG. development and ive 'c'::9.PPY B 
e lives. 
Th8 :rfl~ct .21 ~lve.£ onih~ Elood-SQE~. Blotner 8.nd Murphy declare t 
1 has a beneficial effect on the blood-sugar of o.tabetic individua18~ 
This new teaching opposes the earlier view that liver is an unsuitable diet 
in diabetes e to its glycogen content. The liver frac.tiona employed in 
the treatment of pernicious anemia have no effect on the blood-sugar whereas 
o liver fractions which are ineffective in treating pornlcio~B anemia 
lower the blood-sugar level li!.i:e whole liver& ( B1b .. XLV). These s erva-
t ions inc. ic8. te tha,t :'1 vel' con ta ins a blood~ Sl~tgar redo,cing subs tanee which is 
actl,re when acministered orally, ton-toxic and similar in its effect to that 
of u11n., Blotner ana Murphy believe that 180 grams of Ii vcr are equiva= 
lent to ten or fifteen units of insulin in redUCing blood-B~gar concen 
Liver must be fed daily for from three to five times a week. Bib. X:"V ). 
Murl ,Pi eree and Gregg have offered the explana tion that the ins in COTI"# 
tent of fresh liver may produce the reduction in the blood-sugar level. 
Bowen rts that there is no evidence of a blood-sugs.!"' lOlNering effe 
1 i ver a. s determined in a case of c:.>mbin ed diabete sana perni ciou.S aDam 1a * 
:Qi~:!2~!l£ Nostr.l::!!.!l'=:..:. Large numbers of diabetic nostrums have been aced 
on market in recent years by exploiting companies. Pancretone is one 
of tJ:;o many fraudulent preparations dishonestly exploited by th3 Wabash 
Chemical Company of Chicago as a n non-EDecifte II that '?ViII cure di'lbetes. 
These nDstrums are menaces to those of the la.if3ty who choose the evil of 
self-+~Aa~~._.snt w~th'OI't ~he au~erV'6'on OlD ~ ~hvaici~n 
- '" - - - ~ • '" - -... - - '"' J:.i • 1. - - .• - a, :I' v '-' , a '" Chemical analYSis of 
e Practice of Modern Therapy in a tes i tUB~, 
tJ::/3,t it was e sserlti 1.y e.11 stive tabl.et II contain-
ing an amyloclsstlc e to which was added oonsio8rable caloiuffi Cal'bOD-
e and corn starch" Any heneficial effocts that ;TIay follow the ;,'-25 of 
Pancrstone are neoessarily due to the dietary restrictions which att Its 
II Be. ( Bib. XLV I I ). All such nostrums are palpable fra a and constitute 
a real menace to Jnknowlng diabetic individuals. rhysicians sho d warn 
d:t:sbetic individuals of this fact. Bertram reports th8,t Fornet's pills, 
which contain insulin and bile aalts. are absol~tely ineffective. 
ate8 tr:at syn in. e 
tive of guanidine, whic~ w~s discovered by F Notr-illlan and Wagner, 
he: s proyed to be the mo s t effective eub2 t1 tute fur ins in. (Bib. XL.:X ) .. 
Noorden has ~idvised the llse of glu1thorment which contai!ls insulin. 
Bertram believes that synth~lin yields the beet results in mild caese of 
diabetes, in Id1ich the pancre8e '!l?y ·oe functional, beeaus S~h1h41jn stimLl-
1 '3.te8 "§irl sal in secre tioD by its actiO!l on the vagus. However, eyn lin 
ha.8 slight or no effec,t in the severe C3.8e8. In large doses synthalin 
c t~ces stria Bym~tomB and probably has a toxic action on the cell. l.lk·~ 
harmont has a weaker effect due to its emaIl synthalin content. Galeg1n 
also has a weak effect; however J von Noerden believes that ga sin by mouth 
y1s B some benefit and 1e 8afe. Bertram states that the guanieine bodies 
do not have the Bame primary action as insulin. ( Bib .. XLIX )~ 
o ginal report on syntl:lalin ( dlF.:uanidlne decamethyls:r:'.2 ) 
by Frank,. Nothrnann and Wagner has been followed by a volume of 
tiga.tive wa on its effects. (Bib. L ). Attention en given to i 
aet en carboh~tdr8.te metabolism. on gl:,:,rc.·og.en I=<.ter"' .. '?:e "'n,"! 0-" th'~ T' ~ • 
" - - - - - "",: -...~ XL .<;;;:. ';::"::'p.;:.1'8-
.-
tory qu,ot ien t e i'l'nen we compa 1"'e clinical th erime:t1 findings, 
We disoover coneid e diversi t.y in the ("().nc·l'.) p,ir;ns "",f +, 
- ~-. -, .. -. v ".::"e various '1'.'0 
4~' 
Pr~ct1ce of M~dern is llitl.ls. 
Its :na of 9.ction in 10 the blood~s concentration 1s ~ot def 
itely known. Syn in has ct :119 effect on hyperglycemia only in the 
partially die tic dog. nynthal has proven effective y in leee 
ere forms of diabetes8 L ) fl 
Zunz and :,13 Barre believe that eynthalin acts on the nerve centers and 
cauees, through the v , an incrEased insulin secrEtion. Section of 
1 ~ i f 1~ ~ ~o nynt'nallwl ~hlp explanat1 o.n ~"ay vagus r'esu tea n' a ..Lure or response ..... 0 _. •• "'- '" _ -- - •.• 
a ceount for the action of synthalin on the partially di9,betl(~ and on 
t~e diabetic patient. In both of theta instances there is Dome functl 
panorea~ that might be stimulated to secrete insulin. (Bib. L ). 
Acc'or6ine: to Bollman, Mann and lTagatt, the dea.miniza.tlon of amino-acids 
is a function of the livere (Bib. LI ). They asked the etien if 
lin were not Bufficiently injurious to the liver to interfere th 
thl IE fun'Jtion. Blatherwick, Stchyun and Hill showed th3.t d.esminlze.tion 
etely in dog as Boon 8.B t1:e liver is removed & (Bib. I ). 
They sbowed that r:"t'b::ci ts Viere unable to deaminize glycine after the injec-
tion of eynt~alin, and they construed this as evidence of impaired 1 
They interpreted t~e results in that the rise in amino-acid 
nl gen was p1"o~ably not ely to liver inju,ry, although such m,ay 
have "been the case.. They found that synthalin a,dministerf:ld by mouth fail 
to produce r.ypoglyc.cmla in rabbits. J.~n ac,u te nephritis Was produced by 
renteral administration$ SubcutaneouB and lntrBveno~E injections us 
decre~sed the blood~8ugar. 
RaIl! Bnd Tiber believe there are two possible explanations for the hyper-
am 1 ia accompanying the hyp 81" B1y c em ia following synthalln s-
tra rf1 B ease may "be to increased k an pro in catabolism ttl 
deaminizat prOC,6SB 1.8 ,.niable to keep pace. This may be 1110.2-
trated by a riee in amino-aaid and uree. nitrogen in the bloo~ a~ 
- - .L a nor-
n 
of 
or-y Pra lCf3 of 
animal following a t -,rbe other 
1 ,,,, 
is a failure 
hapa tic deaminizing f:J.nction~ The experirn ental findings not 
+h ~r hut, t·~e AV~_~"~~ce Deems to favor a point concLusively to e1" .er ldeory, "" - _H_ _vU R 
failure 0 f deaminlza tion as the more plausible explanation. (Bib .. LIII j. 
i's and Tlber t s experiments showed a definite rise in amino-aaid ni-
assoclated with an increase in blOOd-sugar when synthalin was given 
to a c.omple ly depancreatized dog. This resulta becomes most st,riking 
we note t~e deoreased amino-acid content of the blood and the hypoSly-
ceroia followin& insulin adrnini stration as sh01t'i!1 in the experiments of LLlCk, 
Morrison ana Wilbur. (Bib .. LZV')$ Ralli and Guion showed that the amina-
90'10 nitrogen of the blood was reduced concomitantly with the blood-sugar 
0oncentratlon following the administration ~f synthalin a partially ae-
pancreatized dog. (Bib. Land LIII }. 
It is interesting that, in the experiments of Lewis ~md Izume, hydrazine 
produced a hypoglycemia and an attending increase in the amino-acid content 
of the blood. They construed this rise in amino-acid nitrogen as ing 
referable to liver injury and the r;.ypoglycemia as being due to a fs.,1111re of 
the glyc'cr~eneti;::;: function of the liver. (Bib .. LV ana LVI ) ~ 
Much lnvestlga t:: ve work is being carried on to-day, especially in Ge1"-
many, in regard to the value ~md ac,tion 0 f s,)'nthal in ~ and, a t pre ~ the 
outlook is not very promising that the guanidine bodiee will ever prove to 
be 8,n effective subs ti tllte fOJ:' in sulin" 
For318!! Protein Tb-erapy in Diabetes.. Ley ton believeE tha t foreign pro-
teins; such as, flavoprotein, phytaproteln, aols.n, protaein a.nd Qthers~ yield 
a favo-rable influenoe as a supplement in the treatment of aiA.betes wi th or 
wlth;)Lllt. the ·'<Ol8 o~f in""'lin- (B'i;'" "'\\"I1 \ H +"1-. 
-.;.<0 _ • C<A_.~ \ - "'. ~y J.. owever,:; iJL1Gr investiga tors 
t '3 etTe no apparent benef1 ts resulting f"Y'ol"" ~ tn "S'" 
, - '" J. !::l u. ... " Resu.lts 
are conflicting, at present, in regard to foreiGn pro 
ory s l?rac;tice of der:l abe 
Infect 
c iasting di~betaB 9re m more eerio~B th&n under ordinary t 
If esible, free drainage should be established at oncs. The diabetes 
3hotlld be t v usly_ The patient's caloric intake should be 
orea above the ordinary requ ents, and, usually, the bulk of the 
aho d be decreased $ Excellent resul ts are obtained with mill{, cream and 
egg mixture s with orange j ulee •. For som e unV"nov..D ree son, the control 0 f 
a sis and glycosuria during infection requires. much more insulin than in 
t absence of infect ( Bib XL. ).. Hypoglycemia from inBulin overdo 
must avo lded curing the recovery per iod. The a c ida 81 s d be ,;::1 
up by admi stering sufficient ull~. Orange juice or other carbahy te 
should given to prevent hypo,glycemia~ when necessl;\.ry. More frequent and 
smeller dosss of insulin usually give the best results- It 1s of ex-
treme difficult to mainta the proper balance between the diet 
Cp.TJpbell bel leves tha t the glyco Sl_~ria. or hypergly c emla per se do~sn;)t e-
v reps.ir; hov,re1!er, the repe,ratlve process is aided mater'ially by con-
trolllne: normal c lul0-):, (ustabo 8m thl'O~.1gh the adJl strati{)f1 of 8\..llin~ 
\ J .. e is ubt t~at diabetic l~dividuale are moys 81JSC 
tl e to ctL::m and are 1'requently thE victj,ms of es~ 
a locel infectious lesions. 88 arid cons tantt 
c of the C1iabetic i tlon are necessary in the prophylaxis and Cllr,e 
of OLl,S infectionse 
states th"tt a fat-poor or fe.t- ee diet is a distinct advantage 
in ,~n"'ep9_ration for a surf,::c2cl operati:::m or for aneiSthesia. A large store 
of glycogen in the body reduces opsrative d8~lger. Funl: '.vrites: " 
n~t t that glycogen ) 1s the food l and the only food~ ~lpon 
-- \'/hl muscle can Ilve~ Especl<;tlly to be remembered as s the rceart .. II 
( Bib. XXVII ).. 
iraotice of oern Diabetes Mellitus. 
ch causes 1 aT' ea~ d ::evex: ven et 
s given as the 2mestb 
" 
v for arl o p el'8. tiorl Q. Sp1nal ana 
vert 1 nerve block, or s 8n:5. ;)V'\' . -;] should be given to anesthe~,= 
• • f "". ~' 1 e !c.' d~ition<>,l i'n!=1;,lin, iA q,dllli'.'1l. ~a, ~. BUC11 ~B pOBB O •• ~ _ A~ __ ~_ _ __ _ ed to 
againat postoperative acidosis. No purgatives are given; wever 2 ;ttl ene;,na 
~U3 peru1" i" 2i 'ole, when :lE'Ce ssary • Morph1.ne or morphine- soopola.Ill ').10 
be usede,B a. prel inary to anesthesia, eccording to Gampbell. ( Bib. XL ) • 
If the prep:.nat if: tr:orough and proper, the diabetic rnetab01ism p 
risk than that enc.'o~.mterf",d by a simi opera,tion on 
9 non-alabeU,c patient. 
given :nouth 
to the operation. If vomiting occurs, ti'ienty-five g:CB."'12 of gl'J.cose 
fifty per cent. 801'.ltio!l may be Given intraveno;.lsly t wenty- f1 v e 
of e s ubcu.taneolJ.sly • Aft er operation 2 t.he case is tree. t t 8:"1.-
tlal ca se 0 f ac1do s1 s. ( Bib. XL ). 
In the average ca Be, 3 gl:lSS of orange jLlica should be given three urs 
hefor6::lper,g tio!'"! g,ne agB.in one heu.r 1a tar. The pa tl Ehould 
to l!e em s right slde. Fifteen ts of insulin are in leczted 
" 
t e 
o e ,juice 1s given. A diabetic diet is given as early as :,Jo8E.ible 
after oparation. If the patient is unable to take food for Borne time; e 
o juice and insulin are rep3&ted every trll"ee or fOJr hours :l.n order 
pr'ev the appearance of aci It is not necessary to give insulin 
pre~perntlvely or pOBtoperativ~ly in the ill cases of diabetes. Bo 
ins.llin and proper dietary measures may be necessary 
severer forms of diabe B. (Bib. ) • 
A decreased ooe eupply ChJ.8 to a:rteriosClerosis~ VJh1ch so. Q 
pl::'catss (1i~, s. probably ~ndcrlles t occurrence of ene t 
ere ie little therapy tJ:lat 1:;, effective in preventln~ thA c~evalo~m-nt ~ 
- 10 - - , ~,' 1"'''' e _ 0" 
BX'fl T 
th t &(1 tr 
Cia.bett' e ~ ( D , -' LX )~ ri ties btjl1eve 
~st9remta 1s the ctOY' development of arte e:c()si.s 
• r. .i ... 1 tea • discovery of clrc~latory disturbances 
t;"drnlties .71ay oysn the way instituting measures to rsase lOGal, 
collateral circulation prey or postpone the occurrence of diabetio 
one. The skin reaction to histamine deJsnde upon ade te c:l.rc c:tt 
s B ~ade use of this teet in t3rminlng the tion 0 f 
tieD by observ , in cases 0 f impove.Y'i shed or lessened c lrculation, a d 
in earance and imperfect developcent of the nermal reaction 
formation and reodeni!!g ) the application of histamine on the foot, 
while the r~eaetion to histamine above trle k!1ee remains normal. i\'fter the 
ene has developed, the reaction to histamine ,nay aid in sirig tl1.8 
most effective mode of treatment and in determining the level at whi 9.:1l-
be done successfully.. ( Bib .. LX ). 
c hat: partially or com,;.Jletely 
loe:t its cap:;clty for the utilization of E:ugar .. The pancreatic hormo:"le! 
1.!1 , wbic::' is essential for the oxidfl tion of Bugar in the body, is de~ 
1'iclent or lacki'::1g. This metabolic derangement produces cisturbances in 
fat metabolism which result in ketosis. 
The real se8roh for a curative pancreg,tic ferment received its impetus 
by the declarations of Opia in 1902 and Ssobolew in 1902 that the islands 
of Langerl1ans were the gl:::mCu.1ar tissu.es invol v ed in diEtbe s itus~ In 
3ir fer gave the name of !' insuli.n t1 to 
f e €las. The presence of the proteolytl.c ferment, tryp81 
e.g used t g!"eat difficul t!es 'Nhlch attended the attemptB of y'ea.r'B tf) 
1 3. p!.lY-e extract of the island tissue. 'iJ' a G .. Bant J O.S ste~l by 
lnvest: tor leo ts insulin in a purified 
tel effect a _ treatment of diabetes in indivlduale ~it 
o 113 r s. A new era of investigation WEd3 opened by the C118-
and Best th8t the fe~al calf pancreas of under five 
man t develop~ent was lacking in dlgeetlve pancreatic juice bllt not :.."': 
its internal secretion. Collip was ins trulTI5ntal in scovering 
fi of insulin by means of fractional precipitation with al 
ent the diecovery of insulin mar a new ere in the therapy of 
dlp,be 8 Which has sup:Jlanteo. the hancl1c'e'PP<3o attempts of the past con-, 
t.rol this aeficiency dlcease by :!leans of a purely dietetic and hygienic 
r e. As ",:e trace the history lUi.derlying the ultimate isolation of In-
B in, we appreciate the value of a tteory which fin~lly fo~nd as 
in E. 
6i8te~ry carbohycra tee do not SBI've as the only sou!'ce () f tsluc:o ee 1 
fo:" glycerol ce:r·tain amino-p,cdds yiele, gllJ,case and. slyc;,ogen during ill 
ism. Insulin controls suga,:;r 8011(; tioD and the oxidation 
of' gluc.ose. 
ler9.nce t.eet 8 proven to' as an aid ln 
the diagnosis detsrrII ing the severity of sea.S8 ~ 
of cattle serves as ~aln source of insulin. Active 
tions of insul are Gxtrao,tej from fetal pancreB sss '\f,hi lack 
functional acinous tissue. en a inistered oral 
s O_tE injec.tL:m is very effec~tive, 8.nd intre,veno~8 lnjectl::m yi, 
um effect. The administration of sL~.lln r ewes r 
conoentration and overcomes glycosuria with aecondary clear up of the, 
ales :njection of insulin 
c3mic cony aiens w~!ch are 1uic relieved by the 8 e~ tion 
.-
of ~COBe. Insulin improves ~8rkedly the u Z8 .. tioll of 
con t ~f tI1e liver' $ fat 
En'ed mo:rt~ complete, and tissue t. 
o es 
hr, S 61'] (Jo:nm iuve:i that one t of 
ize 2 grams ') f 
~or six yea,rs with 1:1 i t e ::0 t ing 0 f' 
, recently made the r tone t of e 
zation of appr'oximately fOllr' grams of' glucose. Other investiga 
not accepted this value for insulin. 
tss can now be contra ed under proper conditions Bnd under 
Tenagement and intelligent co-operation on the part of the patient. 
Treatment rGDolves 1 teelf into tha lJroper eolution of a problEm in met?bol-
ism in terms of aie an ne ao unc~ or lnBU.U.n 8uffiln_ .. ,l,rav-,-on t a t ' . j t ". ~ . rl'; e'" + • tht'; 
The educe of the patient is indispensable to the successful manage-
;:TIent and treatment of diabetes.. A manual J such as ha.s been pr'epar€d by 
ViiI and by Jo in and others, should be I1lade ava.ilable for every incn-
vidual who Buffers from diabatee. 
advocates that t.he diabetic diet shou.ld yield, except 
intervals t minimum nurnber of calories rec;.Ltired by a normal. individual 
under similar conditions. Me clinicians restrict the total carb:);hy 
the cia a18t to 8eldo:11 more than 1JO 0T'8m S J which eo",.s tt te S 8 
r ion to approximately one-fourth of standard carhehydr8 a110w-
sn.ce a non-diabetic individual. 
8ffioLlnt of'pT'otein req,-~ired by diabetic patiante va'cie2 with 
and occupation of the ividuR~ as well ~E with t renal 
tion. Joslin leves it is a safe rule to increase 
L.tally to that a'TIeU~1t reqtlired by a nor:nal indlv ldual ~ 
earlier undernutrition methods of treating severe aBSSS 
tea h;::ve cert1:1inly not ideal. The extreme ernacia tion whlch 
~e8 ted seemed to be harm 
cosurla cannot be con lled 
T Dia:betes liJielli 
en a p:cot 
gh fat diEt n of N and MarEh S Elet with dis 
causs such a diet C3UOSS l~o 
co lcati~ns t t arise oonditione ~f aci6~8ie. 
sttts " balanced ~alntenance diet" allows one gram of for 
es.ch loera:n of bo weicht. The ketogenic-anti c rat~o 5..8 ex-
pressed &3 follows: C;:t 0.58 17 or 0.1 F' 
0 .. 46 P+O.9 F 
the ratio of fatty g 
to case ie at its ~axi~um ~ithout dGv~loplng ketonuria. Ihis di has 
been one of the most popular of B , and the f0rmulas as davie by ~iCi 
yett ("eve. been v extensively us A kn:>wledge or t~e patl IJ. Close 
tolereDce is necessary in following ~oodyatt~8 for~~la5. 
FaIts discredits any d tllre frai'll a normal diet. He advises t u.BEJ 
without per1od~ of dietary res 
thirty- five calories per :dlogram of body \,'iee:ht-
e of a ~igh fat diet is an abrupt departure fro~ the gsner-
a1 modern t~erape~t1c trend of the hl~h carbohvQ'rRt~ 
...... ~ . "'~j "".;...., ;) low fat alet . 
E the 
19.t88 ~re88ed secretion of lns"11n.- 'T'· i '" ~. ~ . ,c,..l S 8 te a contrast inci-
departure v(b.en vieried in the ligl:t of ou.r ~nlver 1y ac ..... 
c pr c1 e of rest as a most valuable and restorative e Co 
P ') r g e s be 11 eves 
cY'easec 
La t ~l. fa. t (: i eta,ry ':1, f 
2 
pa ti.ent O~l 
r 
for ev 
1'6 p:)ints 0 t 
is 
t1 
diet maint.onanCG~ 'replac 
fat, 
g.ra.fted t 
storage is assur 
fats so as 
bel i eves tca"t starva tion of t 
to secrete insulin. 
ttant 
level re 
c en reservos acc~~ulate. Hare ieVES that a I!maintena'''lCG et t1 ;]1' 
'I 
ion in es a ,ariod of invelidlty. 
ster and LDwrie ~tate that placing the patl at once In a full ma 
tenaneG 01 e~f cient inEJlin to keep the urine B - f:t'88 rte!18 
t splta1.ization perlJ~, prev 8 unnecessary inc itat ch :'ght 
od of severe under-nutrition prevents 
t t :lee 1es starvation. They po t out that diabetic sy s beeD:ne 
the 'nalnourl s sts.te ~ They ";)elleve that, einci~ Insul 1s 
now available, no dia c sh:)uld l'eceiY9 a diet c::ontain e; leES t 
fift1 8.'J1S of carbJh~r6rate, even t oiabetes be seVGre~ l'be C8T'~ 
boby s.te allo-r;g,nce is lncreas the to 1. erane e becomes E::r sa ter" 
Foctel" of Detroi t states that the fa tle:ability 80 C Etic 0 f 'lla 
c d rai8in,g t lavel 
n~ ltlon. Insulin has enabled ~odern practitlone~8 to make a ramar e 
" can take U tr~1C u canl10t ta ke H pr clpl e ~ 
cter of 
bo 
d of Foster t~ calcJlating diab 
c11abetes lndicat 38 e. mildner:3E 0 f the Cii sease cause ~sieht loee wo d en-
8U.f3 if the c 9 carbohydrate cJntent if' ;.u"'gS() 
in ing a reducing diet because dosis viould su.pervene dtl e to + ,~ 
11et~~bol 5 ovm exceSE dy ti 116S ., li'oeter po ts Ol.,~t t 
" " 
amounts of fat in diabetic diets tend t 
to vas hypertension ana arterios19T'osi8~ :\!l:ost:)f tr'::2 .:1 
point this fact; namely, that artel'ioscleros 
ie!' yearEl frcKfl exceSf! diet:J.ry fe.t or insufficient ca~:'boh'y tE·. 
in both protein fat ylel~ better 
and prompter results instances of art9rio8cla~ ions; eu 
as, r lnttis and :)ir'cJ.::12c;rlbed gangrene of the feet. .;:..5.beral doses of 
~~Gulin should be given. 
of fat. Thay state 
t a doals ~an Bcarcely oc~ur, even with c~-ex1B~lng sugar in the 
€1 
bSCBL,Ule tl:';e r.igh c'arbobydrate factor Eives a large margin of sa=:ety, eae 
e tors claim that lS.l,er vasC:'.llar involvement is not so liable to o::!~ 
CIJ,!' on aocou.nt of cvereominE, the acid-ash type of acidOSis by me8ll:Hl of the 
, potato and fruita ch they giV6& SanSUIi1 a,nd his co-worlrers b ievc 
that t con ibut the mo~,ern tree tment 0 f diab 68 is t 
in children. The cause for tbis, when well understood, 
up new avenues of approach 
" irll3\jlin coefficient H t dete::n::n 
tra.ct ar of units ad~ln1 ered fro~ the 
r to m lize the foar;. j ally 
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clet,ary inc:Hscretions, even wi th a high glycosuria and high blood-sugar 
levels.. Williams states that satisfactory prGgress j"n a diabetiC patient 
'lould be indicated by a rise in the insulin coei'ficient or five to ten urai ts 
a ye8~r. 
Nixon presents a swnmary of the advan1';ages secured by a diet rich in 
c,qrbohvcrates and poor in rat; (1) It of reI'S contentment and satisfaction; 
(2) The regimen is more easily observed; (3) The serious danger of ketosis 
is removed; (4) Ar1erloscletosis is delayed; (5) The most important 86van-
teee is that a fa,t-pob:t diet increases carbohydrate tolerance and the pros= 
pects of" pancreatic regenerr::tlon. 
In the t.reatment. of diabetic coma, insulin alone does not. produce satis-
fa.ctory rbeponse. Ut.ner measure8 are helpful and necessry. F'luids are 
forced to combat the dehydration. Carfeine sodium benzoate or digitalis 
Drepi-rations hypodermically often appear to be effective in c:)'TIbattina: the 
circulatory insufficiency, acro-cyanosis, hypotonia and tachycardia mani-
feeted in some depree by nearly every patient with diabetic coma. Bowen 
and He:c{imian gl ve carbohydrate with the unsulin When the ini tial blood-
sugar is low. The use or sodium b1caroonat.e of'J:.en.seems to be helprul. 
John of Cleveland orders a g.astri_c If'.':l .. ,va.ge for it" vom lng in comatose 
cae es, using warm and slic .. ~htly alkalinizea~ '''a.ter. 
C , VI He stresses that there 
1s very 11~tle danEer of oyer1nsulinization inducing: lnB"11n 
'-' - shock in 
diabetic coma. Coma is the most acute emergency that arlses 1 d'" b ' n. .,;t;l. etes 
ano insu.lin shoultS be eiven in large amou.n.ts immeaia te 'y arlO 
-L. pel'sist en tl,y • 
'that inSu.lin aCtnunistration is the best assurance 8sains.t 
c; aCidosis 
pasEing 1~o C:5ITI8 .. Campbell of '!'aronto advocateE th 
.dlt flucoEe or otl;el' 
ca.r'bo?c.y'ar ate 
c'_·'· ~ .. 
>. (-Len Cl' one gram of 
to each unit of inSUlin in o~der not 
to give an excess of the 
a~d PraQGioe of Modern T oetEJS Me.ll1.t.us Q 
e~ Ihis Gl ic.~ian believes tha,t :nost 
l:J.a,~le beerl .saved l)y i!lg an dose of B 
in once. ',;o:nba,ts ketone giv 
foods at than fata. 
ev two to tbree te s in ~lll pr~vent ini 
80) tv and postoperatively_ Aci sis 1s the s~rgeDn'e [r 
st a,rd ~ 
fore the g,dvent Q,!, insuli'J ~ the mortality rs,te accompanying cO;::J;a was 
lOO per She averaee mortal rate of cases now r r-ted in t 
liter8t~re 1s approximstely 25 per cent. 's mortality rate 
coma h9S ~6en only 5.6 per c Alt ugh this marks a tr€~endous 
t~le rate will ,xndo'l.btecly be' rt:'ll Llr't:::er lowered. 
;) + .~ "'~< l", -...,: diae- 10 CO'D1:l by giving 8xt:r' e tit i (; S 0 f 1 [1 
flu,io » De!' :0 sal 0 and aeaGia 
cedul'e of instituting vi ro 3 
c'l)port tl::G c cUlation B 015 they beli'3ve t t the ca:'~.SG of: 
dC,?,th in uncor:1pli r;ated cases of Ciab 10 ooma l8 eire 
of sis 0.1" go'J. l'eter.tion. 
3.peu,tl so to give C!l.rllOhydr!iites fre 
1:1 and 'OJ 
e to 9.11 Q f the ketones .. Gluc;o se ad::r;J:"ni stra 
effect:i.ve procedure in cOillatting i:{etosle. 
st er~ o~ .6 New York "telie\rss t':1at two gra;ns of protein 1)Gl' 11 
-
',),ld be a}~ GL.ll') ~t, :-lG p Q c. ()f 011.11 d and ... tOt9~ E ... 
:;0 8_11() VJ9..:n"·3 e' shClLlld so be iYle se~. I'Jo at rD':) j er:rl t G,Jtiste 
rEq~ire a fenerous 
,~, 
roy 
so,u as an excess of fat aver c e 
a normal child» cy~11cal va~iting. acidosis a~d aceto-
9 v;rite that e. t'};hange in dlet in whic:: the fats Were 
eclcreased ano tbe carbohyc}ra tee con derably increased r'esul ted in a very 
increase 111':5 ·-ase immediately followlEg the eta]',}" 
t was frequently a lessened ins require~ent and an appsJ'ently per-
man incrS9E8 in carbohyOl"ate tole:rsl1ee. 'I:wy believe t}:at e:ra of 
h:,g'1 fat; low carbohydrate diets rlB.s passed becallse of the untowB.rd ef 
of SUCl:i diets .. 
says that a diet containing the requisite "'lumber (Jf c~clorl6S ~ fi~!' 
cient teins to r::l/?,int8~:, a p'Jsitlve nitrogen balance and a ratio :11' 
t four grams of cB.,rbohydr8,te to eacher-am of faJ.; had re in 
a more rapld improvement dla beti:; chi loren than any eall ar ci.eta:ry 1 8·-
gi~e ~8d ever secured. Ladd gives adequate ulin to prevent glycoBuri9 
9~d to mRintaln a bioo sugar concentration within normal 1 its. 
AccordJnp; to Pl'iecj.lla Vihita of Hoston insulin does not see;n to C''''' 
art DaoleroBis diabetic chIldren oC),t seems to prevent i te aevelo)ment. 
White believes that, at the present LiLe, it is prObably best not to re-
sort to the dietary extremes. 
lhe treatDent of diabetes in children ~as almost hopeless prior to the 
discovery of insulin. The most capable clinicians were able to cope some-
what with the situation and to prolong the lives of a few diabetic ehtleren. 
Under ~odern re~imes diabetic children may undergo normal growth and devel-
opment and live comfortably. 
Blotner a.nJ'l M'urpby have shown us that liver is a suitable and valuable 
food in diabetes despite its glycogen content. The liver fractions emplOyed 
in the treatment of pernicious anemia do not affect 
the blood- Sugar whereas 
62. 
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other liver fractions which are ineffective in the trea tmen t of pernicious 
" 
anemia lower the blood-sugar level like whole liver. Blotner and Murphy 
showed that liver contains a blood-sugar reducing substance which is active 
when given orally, ton-toxic and similar in its effect to that of insulin. 
They believe that 180 grams of liver are eqllivalent to ten or fifteen uni ts 
of insulin in lowering the blood-sugar level. 
Large munbers of diabetic nostrums have been placed on the market in re-
cent years. These nostrums are palpable frauds and const1tute a real men-
ace to unknowing diabetic individuals who attempt to control diabetes wi th-
out the aid of a physician. 
The orifinal report on syn thalin ( diguanidine dec'amethylene ) in 1926 
by Frank, Nothmann and Wagner has been followed by a large volume of inves-
tigative work to discover its nature and action. A comparison of the clin-
lcal and experimental findings shows considerable diversity in the conclu-
sions of the various worlters. Its mode of action in lowering the blood-
sugar percentage is not definitely }mown.. Synthalin has proven effective 
only in the less severe forms of diabetes. Zunz and La Barre believe that 
synthalin acts on the nerve centers and causes, through the vagus, an in-
creased insulin secretion. In mild cases of diabetes there is some func-
tioning pancreas that might be stLllulated to secrete insulin. The produc-
tion of hyperamino-acidemia by synthalin administration is probably due to 
consequent impairment or failure of hepatic deaminizing function. In large 
doses synthalin produces pastric symptoms and probably has a toxic action 
on the cell. At present t the outlook is not very promising that the guani-
dine bodies will ever prove to be an effective substitute for insulin. 
{~ For sarne u.nknown re'lBOrl,. the cQ.ntrol of acidosis a,nd e~lycosuria during 
a period of infection requires much more insulin than in the absence of in-
fection.. Cleanliness and persistent control of the diabetic condi tion are 
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necessary for the prophylaxis and cure of various infections. 
Nixon writes that a fat-poor or fat-free diet is a distinct advantage 
in preparation for a surgical operation or for anesthesia. Spinal anes-
thesia, paravertebral nerve block or gas and oxygen should be used to 
effect anesthesia in operating on diabetia individuals. If the preparation 
is thorough and proper, the diabetic metabolism probably imposes no greater 
risk than that encountered by a similar operation on a non-diabetic patient. 
Orange juice and insulin are very effectice in overcoming vomiting and 
.. 
acidosis preoperatively and postoperatively_ 
A decreased blood supply due to arteriosclerosis, which so commonly 
complicates diabetes, probably undarlies the occurrence of diabetic gan-
grene. 1'1 ere is little therapy that is effective in preventing the devel-
opment of arteriosclerosis with the exception of early diagnosis and ade-
- quate treatment of the diabetic condi tion. starr has made use of the his-
tamine skin test to determine the condition of the circulation by observing, 
in cases of impaired clrcula tion, a delay in the appearance and imperfect, 
development of the normal skin reaction ( ~heal formation and reddening ) 
to the application of histamine to the foot, while the reaction to hista-
mine above the knee re:nains normal. The skin reaction to histamine depends 
upon adequate circulation. 
The Theory and Practice of Modern Therapy in Diabetes Mellitus. 
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